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Abstract 
The accurate prediction of pressure drop in production wells is very important to the 
petroleum industry. To decide if a reservoir is economicaHy feasible, the underground 
reservoir's naturally occurring pressure should be properly determined. 
In the initial stages of production, most oil is produced by natural lift production 
methods. In older reservoirs, unless injection methods are employed, the underground 
pressure eventually declines and oil will no longer naturally flow to the surface. Ar-
tificial lift techniques must then be used to e.xtract the oil from the reservoir. Flow 
through an annulus, or casing flow, is used with artificial lift techniques. Due to 
the importance of casing flow, predicting pressure drop in these circumstances has 
become quite important. 
Experiments were carried out using the multiphase flow loop at Memorial University 
of Newfoundland. Pressure differentials through varying sized annular channels with 
mrying axial and radial flow rates were measured. For each of the three- test sections 
incorporated into the design of the annulus, independcnt mriables such as flow ratc 
and pipe roughness were altered to study the effect each of these parameters would 
have on the pressure drop and hence the associated frict ion factors. 
The data was collected and experimental friction factors were calculated. These values 
were plotted as a function of Reynolds numbers and compared to friction factors found 
theoretically. 
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Chapter 1 
Why Study Flow III Annular 
Channels? 
1.1 Introd uction 
To undCflitand the need to illY(!Stigate aspects of reservoir and completions engineer-
ing such as wellhore pressures. one must first begin to understand t.he reservoirs 
themselves and how oil ill formt."<1. Formed millions of years ago, oil is made up 
of compressed hydrocarbons having undergone extreme pressures and temperatures. 
Aquatic plant and animal remains were covered by layers of sooimeut aud over time 
they endured varring pressures and heat. Different mixes of plant and animal re-
mains, as well as pressure, temperature, and time !Jaye caused hydrocarbolls to turn 
up today in an assortment of forms such as crude oil. natural gas, or even coal (EIA 
Supply, 2001). 
The porosity of a reservoir is a very important characteristic. Porosity is the ratio of 
pore volume (v,,) to bulk volume (Vb) and has values varying from ovcr 0.3 to less than 
0.1. If thc reservoir does not hm"c the dL"Sired porosity, it will not be explored. The 
height of the reservoir is also an important characteristic. It describes the thickness 
of the porous medium contained bctwccn two impermcablc laycrs. An attra.cti\"c 
hydrocarbon saturation is another critical variable that must be determilled before a 
well can be tested or completed. If a large fraction of the pore volume is occupied 
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by hydrocarbons in a reservoir of substantial height, it lIlay be a desirable well to 
develop (Economidcs, Hill, & Ehlig-EcoIlolilides, 1991). 
Probably the most important characteristic is the perllleability of the reservoir. Per-
meabiliTY is a measure of the ease with which fluids flow through a porous rock. :\Iany 
rocks, such as dBYs, shule~, and thalk are impervious t.o the movemcnt of fluid~, evell 
though they are porous (Allcn &: Roberts, 1993). 
Permeability relates the amount of int.crconnectivity between the pores (~ind, 1981) 
and can be defined usiug Darc")"s Law (JOhUIISCII, 2004) where: 
U= 2. = -~ [~+pgSinB] 
A Ii d:r 
where· u Darcy Yf~lodty or volumetric fllL"X 
Q Volumetric flow rate (m3 /s) 
A Cross sectional area (m7 ) 
-dp/dx = rate of pressure drop in the overall flow direction 
fluid viscosity (Pa s) 
K perllleability (m7 ) 
(1.1) 
angle bctwccn the positive x-a. "Xis and the positive flow directiou 
acceleration of gravity (9.81m/ S7) 
The same reservoir rock can have different permeabilities at different locations. Gen-
erally, reservoirs with pcrmeabilities greater than 250 millidareies (rnd) will have wells 
that are good producers. It should be noted, however, that this generalization does 
/lot account for problems that may exist in an individual well such as high water 
cut, high ga..<;-oil ratios (GOR), or sand. Not only can permeability vary from place 
to place but it can also vary directionally. The vertical permeability ca.n be quite 
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different from the horizontal permeabiHty and in most cases it will not be the same 
(Nind, 1981). 
Finding oil occurs in a series of steps. The first step is to test the rock at the location 
of interest to identify whether the site has the potential to be a reservoir. When it 
has been deemed a prospect for oil, an exploration well is then drilled. From data 
taken from these exploration wells, reservoir dimensions are determined and it is 
decided whether or not the resen·oir is commercially viable. Production \-vells are 
than installed and pipelines are assembled to transpOl"t the oil for further shipment 
and processing (EIA Supply, 2004). 
During oil production. fluids will flow from the drainage areas in the reseryoir to 
the separator at the surface, as shown in Figure 1.1. The reservoir pressure is the 
ayerage pressure in the drainage area and it controls the flow through the system. Thc 
reservoir pressure is assumed to remain constant for a fixed time during the depletion 
of the reservoir. When this pressure changes, the performance of the well changes 
and hence the well may then need to be re-evaluated. At the surface, the separator 
pressure is designed to optimize production and to keep the lighter hydrocarbon 
components in the liquid phase. Pressure regulators are used to maintain this pressure 
(Brill & Mukherjee, 1999). 
A iypicfll productioll wdl can be composed of mally laycrs, from thc flowing flu ids 
down to the formation as shown in Figure 1.2. 
As fluids cntcr thc wclluorc thcy will flow through a wcll completion rcgion that call 
be quite complicated (Brill & l\lukherjee, 1999). As part of the well completion, 
many wells are cemented and cased which helps to support the casing and provide 
zonal isolation at formation depths. A cemented and eased well must be perforated 
to obtaiu conlledioll with the rescf"oir so oil can flow iuto the well to cvcntually 
be extracted. A well is usually cemented and cased when stability problems are 
anticipated. To combat the problems of sands, slotted liners ean be placed between 
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Figure 1.1: Oil and Gas Production System (Brill & Mukherjee, 1999) 
the well and the formation. Gravel packing can also be used as another method to keep 
permf'abiiity-reclucing fine grains away from the \yell (see Figure 1.3)(Economidr-;; ct 
al.,1994). 
Fluid flow in a pipe with mass transfer did not int.crcst pctroleum engineers until 
horizontal well technology was introduced and widely applied ill the petroleum in-
dustry in the 19805 (Ouyang & Aziz, 1996). Although perforated pipe sections may 
be up to a few kilomet.ers long, the pressure drop ill the pipe call severely limit its 
actual production length. It is often assumed that the inflow ratc pcr unit wellbore 
lcngth is the same everywhere along the whole well bore, but this is not llecessarily 
true. Due to wellbore pr~ure drop, thc \\·cllborc prcssure near the well toe is higher 
than the pressure at the well heel, therefore the pressure drawdowll near the well toe 
is less than the pressure drawdown near the well heel. This makes the spedfic inflow 
rate near the well toe smaller than near the well heel (Ouyallg, Arbabi & Aziz, 19t}?). 
Frictional effects are the most significant contribution in the drop in pressure between 
the heel and the toe of the well. Due to the acceleration of the fluids , an accelerational 
pressure component will exist over the area. This is given by l::.PfU"£ = p(v~ - TJn. 
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Figure 1.2: Cross Section of A Typical \Yellbore (Brill k ~Iukherjee, 1999) 
Usually l:lPo<x only contributes to less than 10% of the total pressure loss, though 
\'lllues as high as 40% ha\'e been found (Johansen, 2004). These pressure effects have 
a great iufiuCllCC 011 the proJuctioll of the well and lIIust be carefully considered to 
ensure optimal well production. 
T he accurate prediction of pressure drop in production wells is \'ery important to the 
oil and gas industry. To decide if a reservoir is economically feasible, the underground 
reservoir's naturally occurring pressure should be properly determinro. This pressure 
fluctuates depending on the characteristics of the trap, the resen'oir rock and the 
production history (see Figure 1.4), 
In the initial stages of production, most oil is produced by natural lift production 
methods, occurring because the reservoir pressure is large enough to push the oil 
to the surface. In older reser-'oirs, unless injection is carried out, the underground 
pressure eventually declines and oil willllo longer naturally fiow to the surface, Using 
artificial lift techniques, the oil must then be pumped out by gas or mechanical or 
electrical pumps (ElA Supply, 2004). 
The primary production methods will become ineffective oyer time and in order to 
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Figurc 1.3: Options for \Yell Completions (&onomides ct aI., 1994) 
continue producing frolll the well, secondary product ion methods need to be imple-
mented. \\-aterfiooding is a common method that uses water to displace oil and force 
it into the well bore. \Vhen the secondary production methods have been exhausted, 
tertiary or enhallc-ed oil rc'COvery methods may be required. These techniques foclls 
on increasing the oil's flow characteristics by using steam, carbon dioxide. and other 
gases or chemicals (EIA Supply, 2004). 
If the pressure drop through a vertical, horizontal, or inclined weU is accurately con-
veyed, production from these wells can be optimized for economical advantages. It 
is important to ulJ(!erstand pressures in reservoirs and weUbores and to understand 
what happens if the pressure drop along the length of the well is of the same mag-
nitude as the pressure required to extract the oil frolll the reservoir. Also, if the 
permeabilit.y of the formation is large, pressure drop between the well and the reser-
voir will increase significantly as the toe of the well is approached. If the production 
profile is skewed in such a way, with one clld of the well produciug Illore thall the 
other, early breakthrough of watcr or gas may occur. This would have an associated 
drop in revenues which is not desired by any company (Schulkcs, Rinde & Utvik, 
1999). This occurrence should be preventable and with more kllowledge on pressure 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a Petroleum Trap (ElA Supply, 2004) 
drop through production wells, oil companies can produce in wells that may have not 
been feasible to produce from in the past. 
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1.2 Problem Discussion 
In the petroleum industry, production systems encounter a broad range of pressures 
and temperatures. Wells call mIy in length from a few hundred feet to O\'er 20,000 feet 
while pipeli nes can run from a few feet to several hundred miles long. Pipe roughness, 
diameter, inclination, and shape all niry ,;ignificant lv. For alt of the:.e situations 
engineers are required to predict the relationships between flow rates, pressure drop. 
and piping geometry for the fluids produced from a reservoir over the entire life of a 
field (Brill, 1987). 
Oftentimes when oil is produced, gas and even water can also be produced simulta-
neously. For these processes the flow column is ordinarily a jointed pipe of uniform 
diaillcter cOllllllouly eallt.-cl the production tubing. Ocea:;ionally flow through the an-
nulus bet ween the casing and the production tubing is also found (Govier & Aziz, 
19(2). This can occur for high production rates in the well alld is usually dictated 
by economics, multiple completions, and regulated production rates. \Vells that pro-
duce oil through the anllulus lIIake up a sigllifie8l1t part of the world 's oil production, 
even though only a small number of them exist in comparison to the total number of 
producing wells (Brill & ~1ukherjee, 1999). 
Other applications hl\"olving flow Through an annulus, or casing flow, can bf' fonnd in 
wells using artificial lift techniques. A rod string is installed inside the tube string and 
fluids are pumped upward through the tubing-rod SIring annulus. Casing flow can 
also occur in gas production wells. A siphon tube is installed inside the tubing string 
and to pre\"ellt ullwanted liquids from accumulating at the bottom of the wells, they 
will flow up through the tubing-st ring/siphon-tube annulus and be removed (Brill & 
~Iukherjee, 1999), 
More than eighty percent of North American oil welts rf"<J.uire some typt" of artificial 
lift system to operate. The sucker-rod pump is the most widely used lift system in the 
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petroleum industry and can be seell in Figure 1.5. Included in t.he wellbore is a tuuiug 
string and a casing. A liquid column can be found in the casing-tuuing allIiUlus due to 
t.he open completion of the well. Two separate regions will result after gas is vented 
through the annulus. Only single phase gas exists in the upper region, Ze, while the 
lower section, ZL, will consist of two-phase flow. This can complicate determining the 
pressure gradients in the annulus of the pumping \\·ells (Papadimitriou & Shoham, 
1991). 
Figure 1.5: Schemiatic Description of a Pumping Well (Papadimitriou & Shoham, 
1991) 
Due to the importance of casing flow, predicting pressure drop in these circumstances 
bas become quite important. Normally in the earlier attempts, the general application 
of systems with different fluid properties, pipe sizes, and flow rares wert' not ccrtain. 
Most of the research in the past focused on partial or total fiow pattern identification 
(Caetano, 1985). 
Invcstigatillg flow through an annulus has also become important in the field of UIJ-
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derbalanced drilling (UBD). An operation is classified as UBD when the hydrostatic 
head of a drilling fluid is intent ionally designed to be lower than the pressure of the 
formation being drilled. In horizontal lIBD, a gas--liquid mixture is injected through 
the drill string, where it passes through the bottom-hole assembly aud provides en-
ergy to drive the downhole molor that drives the drill bit. The injected fluids flow 
from the bit into the rough-walled annulus, which is formed from the drill string and 
the opm hol{'_ T he r!'Suhing multipha.<;(' fluids 11l('11 flow from the well heel, up the 
casing-drill st ring annulus ami to the surface (Smith, Gergory, tl lurno &: tl luqeen, 
1998). 
Annular flow is also ofinterest bft'ause it is a flow case which may provide somt' insight 
into the general problem of fully developed turbulent shear flows. It combines two 
boundary layers that may be very different from each other in distributions of velocity 
shear stress, and turbulence quantities. Studying this flow type is also reJe\'ant since 
its limiTing ca.'lCS are flow in circular pipe and flow betw('('1l parallel plates, whieb have 
been extensively studied (Brighton & Jones, 1964). 
III 1997 a multiphasc flow loop was d(.'l5iglletl and COl1structl..'t.i in the Engilleering 
Building's Fluid's Laboratory at !o.lemorial University of Xewfoundland. T his project 
was a joint venture between Illstrumar Ltd. and C-CORE/~Iemorial University of 
~ewfoundland (:\IUN). At that time, the flow loop's main use was to aide in de-
\'clopillg a ~Iultiphasc Flow Meter which would bc used to mcasurc real time flow 
rates of each component of the gas-oil-water flows of the unprocessed well streams 
(Multiphase Flow Loop, 1997). 
The flow loop was also usro to test til(' df('('tivcncs." of \'{'lority inversion algorithms. 
These tests were essential for validating the fluid modeling and to meet the specifica-
tion requirements of the meter (M P FL, 1997). Since then, the multiphase fl ow loop 
was dormant but had much potential for many other projects. In particular, it can 
have many applications in the oil and gas indust ry. 
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Experiments I designed to measure the pressure differentials through varying sized 
annular channels ..... ith varying axial and radial flow rates were carried out using the 
mnltipha.'>C' flow loop. For {,"Rrh of thr rhree test serlions ineorporatM into the design. 
independent yariables such as pipe roughness and flow rates were altered to study 
the effect each of these parameters would have on the pressure drop and hence the 
associated friction factors. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Studies OIl pressure drop in piping has been carried out in the past with the main 
fOCllS on many differellt aspcds. SOUle of these studies include vertical flow, horizontal 
flow, inclined flow, radial flow. axial flow or a combination of the;;e. As \\"cl1 Wi the 
direction of the flow, the t.ype of ftow, such fl...<; single phase or llluitipbasc, has also been 
studied. There has also been research carried out Oil the shape of the piping, Khether 
it be circular pipcs, square ducts, or annular sections to name a few. Research with 
circular and annular piping is of great importance to the oil and gas industry. In 
combination with the aboyc there have been investigations carried out to determine 
the effect of the pipe walls and to what effect rough pipe walls ha\'c on the flow and 
How chflIacteristics. All of these areas have great importance in investigating pressure 
gradients and friction factors in oil well bores and are looked at in further detail. 
2.2 Pipe Flow 
A general well bore flow model shouhl be comprised of frictional, acceleration, gra"ita-
tional, and inflow pressure drops (Ouyang & Aziz, 1996). The How in a wcllborc can 
bc either single pbase or multiphase. In most production wells, the flow is multi phase 
although most. wells do pxperience single phase flow initially Single phase flow exists 
12 
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mostly in injection wells. The flow geometry in wellbores is generally through a cir-
cular pipe, although flow though an annula.r spacing docs occur betwcen thc t.ubing 
and the casing (Econolllides et aL , 1991). 
For fluids in a production well there are three different flow regions along the well-
bore, illciuding the lalllillar flow region, the partially de\'elopoo turbulellt flow regioll, 
and the fully developed turbulent flow region (Ouyang &.: Aziz, 1996). Tn laminar 
flow through piping with a constant cross section there are no components of \.c-
locit.y Ilormal to the flow direction. Turbulent flow is characterized by fluctuating 
components of velocity in all directions. Between laminar flow and turbulent. flow. 
the transitional flow stage occurs. This type of flow is most easily characterized by 
the Reynolds number obtained from the fl ow parameters. For Reynolds numbcrs less 
than 2000 the flow is considered laminar, for Reynolds numbers greater than 4000 
the flow can be characterized as turbulent., and for Reynolds numbers between 2000 
and 4000, thr- flow is in the transitional stage (Go\'ier & Aziz, 1972) 
How well one can predict flow behaviour for turbulelll flow conditions depends on 
extellsiYe experimental studies of velocity profiles and pressure gradients, which are 
very sensitive to pipe wall characterisr.ics. A practical approach to defining friction 
factors for this type of flow would be to start with smooth wall pipe, which would be 
the simplest case. From there, one would proceed to partially roughened walls and 
then fully roughened walls (Brill & fo.lukherjL'C, 1999). 
2 .2.1 Single Phase Pipe Flow 
It is important to understand single phase pipe flow before one can go further in this 
!twa Th(' single phase flow problem has significant practical value sillCe during the 
initial stages of production, mainly oil will enter the welL It is only later that the fiow 
becomes lIlultiphase. It is important to understand single phase flow, since the early 
stages of oil production are are normally the most economical (Schulkes & Utvik, 
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1998). 
The basis for all calculations involving fluid flow in pipes is consenntion of mass, 
momentum, and energy. By applying these principles, changes ill pressure aud tem-
perature with distance can be established (Brill &. :\lukherjee, 1999). 
The flow behavior of single phase fluids is largely dependent on the density and 
viscosity of the fluid. T hc How behavior of multiphasc fluids is not only dependcnt on 
these parameters but it also depends on the consistency of the indiyidual phases, the 
int.erfacial tension, the state of their dispersion, and their rela.tive qua.ntities. From 
this it is dear that Illultiphase flows are more complex and are therefore more complex 
T,Q st.udy. In any How ca.lculation we should seek to use accurately measurf'd values of 
the parameters such as pressures and temperatures from single phase flows (Govier 
& Aziz, 1972). 
2 .2.2 Multiphase Pipe Flow 
:\fultiphase Hows occur throughout the entire production system and can be a mixture 
of natural gas phase, a. hydrocarbouliquid, and a water phase. In an oil well whenever 
the pressure drops below the bubble point gas will cyolve and from that point to the 
surface, gas-liquid t.wo phase flow occurs. hI a well producing: from all underbalanced 
reseryoir, two-phase flow will occur in the ",el1bore, in the tubing. or both unless 
the surface pressure remains above the bubble point. l\lany oil wells also produce 
substantial amounts of water, which can result in two or c,·cn three phase flow in the 
wellbore (Ecollomides et al., 1994). 
~·f ultiphase flows ill tile oil and gas industry are unique from otller indmitries and 
can behave very differently than single phase flows (Brill, 1987). Two-phase How 
occurs in pipelines a.nd in oil and gas wells. Often, some liquid is produced with 
most gas-producing wells alld some gas is usually produced by most oil wells. As the 
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reservoir becomes depleted, artificial lift systems such as a gas lift are used to aid in 
the production. Knowledge of tKo-phase flow pre&;ure gradients is required to design 
thr:s(' lift sy"t('ms, making mnlTipha.<;(' flows \"(,:ry importam (Dq~p;s k Drill, 1973). 
The contact betweelJ two immiscible liquids such as oil aud water is found in liquid-
liquid extraction equipment alld in pipelines for liquid transportation t.o name a few. 
Knowledge of the flow characteristics for such a fluid combination is required for 
the design of these systems (Charles, Govier & Hodgson, 1961). When two or more 
phases flow simultaneously in pipes, the phases tend to separate because of differences 
in density which cause differences in shear stresses at the pipe wall for each phase. As 
a rcsult of the expansion of the gas phase, the gas and liquid phases do not normally 
travel at the same rate inside the pipe (Brill & :\-1ukherjee, 1999) 
:\·lultiphasc fluws have Lct:1l cxtclJ,,;ively r~e<lrdll'd uver the past fivc Je(;ftdt-"S (Deggs 
& Brill, 1973). In modeling multiphase flows, one must consider the differenc~ in 
two-phase flows and three-phase flows. These multiphase flows can be best modded 
by drift flux modeling techniques (Shi, Holmes, Diaz & Aziz, 2004). Since they are 
simple, continuous, and diffcrentiable, drift flux models can bc uscd for two and 
three phase pipe flows in reservoir models. Data from experiments of five centimeter 
diameters or less have been used in the past, but there is a need for data from larger 
diameter experiments for more accurate input parameters for modeling. Shi et al. 
(2UU1) cyaluatcd the optimization of two-phase drifT fiu. .. paramctcrs and found t.hat 
two-pha.se water-gas drift flux panuneters can be used to estimate three-phase gas 
hold-up. However, two-phase oil-water drift fiux pru:amet.ers cannot. be used rlue TO 
large errors incurrcd (Shi et al., 2004). 
In 1961 Charles, Govier. and Hodgson investigated what effect equal density oil-
water mixtures had Oil pressure gradiellts. The major interest was if there were auy 
beneficial effects from adding water in controlled amounts into pipelines with heavy 
crude. They found that when initia.lly in laminar flow, increasing the amount of water 
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to oilioKers the pressure gradiellt to a minimum. If more \\·ater is continually addL'<i. 
the pressure gradient will increase a.nd Kill event.ually exceed the pressure gradieut. 
for r.h" ca."" wit.h only oil flowing (Charles et aI., H1Gl) 
The distribution of the phases inside the piping are quit.e distinguishable in Illultiphase 
flOK. Existing flow paUcrus uepelld Oil relative lIlagllituue:; of the forces act.illg on 
the fluids. Several different flow patterns call exist ill a well as a result of the large 
changes in pressure and temperature that the fluids are subject to. As the flow 
patterns change, the pressure gradiellts ilssodated with the flows also change. It is 
therefore important to be able t.o predict. flow patterns in multiphase flow (Brill &: 
Mukherjee, 1999). For horizontal flow, Beggs and Brill (1973) illVesligat('d segregated 
flov..·, intermittent flow, and disturbed flow which are shown in Figure 2.1 obtained 
from this st.udy. 
Figure 2.1: Horizontal Flow Patterns (Beggs & Brill, 1973) 
Various flow patrerns have been studied in the past by many different. people. Govier. 
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Sullivan, and Wood (1961) published the first comprehensh"e analysis on two phase 
oil/water vertical flows. Flow regimes studied here included oil bubbles, oil froth/water 
droplets, and water droplets. This research also found that oil behaved similar to high 
density gas. Curves showing the effect of oil-water ratios on pressure drop and the 
flow patterns were similar to those observed in the \'ertical flow of gas-liquid mixtures 
Hasson. Orell and Finik (1971) studied pressure drop, hold up, and flow regimes for 
water-kerosene mixtures. Flow regimes found in these experiments included annular, 
disturbed annular, and other flows. Shean (1976) carried out experiments investigat-
ing the upward flow of oil/water mixtures and oil/water/air mixtures obtaining flow 
patterns, holdup and pressure loss. From these experiments, he was able to identify 
the oil slugs, water froth, oil froth and water drop flow regimes. \\"oods, Spedding. 
Wattenson and Raghunathan (1998) studied three phase oil/water/air vertical flow 
in \"ertlcal pipes and reported data for the slug to annular flow regimes. 
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2.3 Horizontal and Inclined Flows 
2.3.1 Horizontal Flow 
Flow in oil well bores can e.xist in horizontal piping, inclinc>d piping, or vertical piping. 
From a reservoir engineering point of view, horizontal wellbores are important to 
investigate since a large amollnt of the present ly known oil reserves are cont.ained 
within layer&.! reservoirs. In these situatious, production through vertical wells is 
unattractive because of the limited contact area with the reservoir. The best way 
to extract oil between these layers is to use horizontal produc'ers since they would 
provide a larger contact area \\lith the reservoir (Dikken, 1989). 
From a reservoir perspective, a horizontal well is typically inclined approximately 8UO 
from a vertical position and it's productivity is dependent on the well length. They 
can be complet.ed as an open hole, with slotted liners, pre-packed liners, liners wit.h 
external casing packers, or with cemellted and perforat&.! liners. Open hole or slott&.! 
liners arc the most common completion met.hods used in such wells (Lacy, Ding & 
Joshi, ]992). 
Horizontal wells have been employed for many situat ions including thin reservoirs, 
naturally fract.ured re;;ervoirs, formations with gas and \\"ater coning problems, heavy 
oil reservoirs, gas reservoirs, enhanced oil recovery, and more recently secondary re-
covery applications (Lacy et ill., 1992). Qne important factor that may limit the 
useful length of a horizontal producer is the frictional losses in the wellbore. For high 
flow rates or for long wells, the pressure drop in the well bare may be of the same 
magnitlJ(le as the drawdown pressure aT, the prod\lcing side, defined as the difference 
in pressure between the reservoir and the wcllbore. If this were the case, a sect.ion of 
the well downhole would 1I0t produce. The time and expense ill drilling that portion 
of the well would be lost (:'\ov)', 1992). 
In a perforated horizontal well, depending 011 the completion type, fluid call enter the 
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wellbore at different locations along the welL One must be sure the distance between 
the perforation~ is adequate enough to achieve a sta.bilized velocity profile. If not. 
this ran kao to a oiffrrrnt prcs.<;nrr hrhayior than ThaT for fully orvriopro flow (YuRn 
Sarica &. Brill, 1£)£)6) . 
IT, is difficult to find fully developed turbulenT flows in perforated horizonTal wells 
Fluids enter the well bore through the perforations so that the yolume flux inside the 
perforated pipe increases toward the heel. The distortion of the pipe flow due to the 
numerous radial inflow points is quite complex and the pressure drop for these pipes 
is not readily determined (Schulkes & Utvik, 1998). 
Beginning in the late 1980s, the petroleum illdustry started couducting analytical 
and experimental studies to investigate many aspects of horizontal well flow behavior. 
Horizontal wells can be very long aud therefore the drawdown pressure can be strongly 
affected by the frictional pressure drop (Landman, 1994). The first analytic model 
which could predict the turbulent flow frictional pressure drop in horizolltal wells was 
presented by Dikken (1989). Brice (1992) carried out a study which confirmed the 
high frictional pressure drop in the production section of a horizontal well as was 
proposed by Dikken (19S9). Landman (1£)£).1) extended Dikken's model making it 
able to describe selectively perforated completions. 
Since this time, horizontal Ke]] technology has become well est.ablished. Substantial 
analytical aud experimelltal work has been published for an assortment of horizontal 
well production aspects. In 1992, Xovy iln'estigated pressure drops in horizontal wells. 
He discoyered that the ratio of well bore pressure drop t.o drawdOKn at the producing 
end was an import.ant criterion. If this ratio goes above 10% to 15%, the wellbore 
friction will have a significant effect on productiyity and mar reduce it by morc than 
10%. Any oil well that produces more thall 1500 STB/D and any gas Kells that 
produce more than 2 :-'-IMscf/D are at risk (Navy, 1992). 
III 1997, Ouyang, Arbabi, and Aziz investigated pressure drops along a horizolltal 
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wellbore. They showed that because of inflow through perforations, the accelerational 
pressure drop can be important and can considerably influence the well flow rates for 
certAin flow conditions (Ouyang ct ai., 1997). 
Due to inclinations and trajectories that vary along the length of the wellbore, a 
horizontal well is not truly horizontal . To accuratcly st.udy horizont.al wells, one must 
consider flow through inclined perforated pipes (Schulkes &: Utvik, 1998). 
2.3.2 Inclined W ells 
As the search for petroleum moYes int.o unexplored areas. the number of inclined 
wells is increasing. Several inclined or directional wells arc usually drilled in offshore 
drilling for economical reasons. In Canada and Alaska, where permafrost exists, 
several directional wells are usually drilled from one location. In these areas, the 
eo~t of drilling i~ very high alJd it is lIlore difiieult to transfer the petroleulIl after 
production. Gathering lines from offshore wells are usually laid along the seabed 
and slope upward to the shore. The pressure gradient due to height changes for 
these pipelines can be much greater t.han the pressure gradient due to frict.ion and 
must therefore be accurately predicted. Pressure gradients in an inclined \\'ell with 
inclination angles of 15" to 20" from the \'ertical can be greater than pressure gradients 
in a vertical well (Beggs & Brill, 1973). 
Studies haY(' hN'n p('rform('r1 ill til(' pnst on l.wo-phl\.SC flow in inclined small diameter 
pipes. Beggs k Brill (1973) studied inclined liquid-gas ftow in small diameter pipes 
and their work has been widely used in the petroleum industry. They were able to 
provide empirical relationships to predict holdup and pressure drop 
In 1988 Hasan and Kabir carried out experiments in a 12.5 cm pipe and an annular 
cllanne! with \'8.rying sized inner diameters. T hey inclined the piping up to a maxi-
mum of 32" from a vertical positioll. These experiments were all carried out at very 
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low How rat.es and it, was found that, this model performed as well as the Beggs k 
Brill (1973) model. 
l'Ilore recemly, Tshuva, Barnea &: Tait.el (1999) also carried out a study on two-phase 
How in small diameter inclined pipes. Upward water-air Hows a different inclinations 
were ~tudieJ aud it ".a:; foulld that the flow di~triuutioll could ue either ~Ylllilletric 
or asymmetric. This would depend on the inclination of the pipe as well as the 
conditions of the flow. The authors proposed a model to e.-....:plain their findings. 
In 2003, Oddie et aI., ~tudied multiphasc flows in large diameter inclined pipes. They 
used a large scale apparatus to carry out the experiments and were aule to obtain 
unique holdup data for steady-state and transient flows. They e,'aluated the effects of 
flow rates on the different phases and pipe deviatiollS studied. Detailed flow pattern 
map~ were produced for the complete range of How rates and pipe inclinations and 
it was found that the maps for the water-gas and oil-water-gas systems were quite 
similar. A nu .... chanistic model developed by Petala..'l and Aziz (2000) predicted wit.h 
great. accuracy the experimentally observed flow patterns and it was able to predict 
holdup reasonably accurate as well. 
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2.4 Annular Flow Models 
AmlUli are characterized by the existcllce of two circular pipc's, where the fiow area is 
bounded by the inner wall of the outer pipe and the outer wall of the inner pipe. An-
nuli can be either L"'Ccentric, partially eccentric, or concentric, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
A concentric annulus occurs when the pipe centers are coincident and the eccentricity 
value is zero. \Yhen an annulus is fully eccentric, the eccentricity value is equal to 
olle and both pipe walls have a point of contact 
CONCENTRIC 
06C'0 
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Figure 2.2: Eccent.ricity Degrees in Annuli (Caetano, 1985) 
Flow through an annulus is encountered in various industrial applications, including 
the oil and gas indust.ry. Although it is often encountered in practical applications, 
little literature has been published OJ] the subject.. The oil and gas industry's past 
interest in this subject was limited to investigating high productivity wells flowing 
through the casing-tubing annulus (Caetano, 1985), but more recently people are be-
coming interested in this topic for other reasons such as looking into underbalanced 
drilling technology. Since the accurate prediction of downhole pressure is very im-
portant for this technology, annular flow is becoming more relevant (Lage So:; Time. 
2002). 
In the past anlluli hm·e beeu eyaluated on the basis of hydraulic diameter, but this 
may not always be the best war to represent the dimension for flow in an annulus. To 
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more appropriately determine this parameter, a better underst.anding of flow through 
au annulus is required (Caetano, 1985). 
2.4.1 Single Phase Annular Flow 
For annular conduits with single phase flow, the friction factors are often determined 
using the hydraulic diameter characteristic. This concept is most suited for high 
turbulent flows (Caetano, 1985). 
Experiments were carried out by Sadamomi, Sato and Saruwatari (1982) for vertical 
fiow ill nOll-circular chauucb. Que of the 1ihupc1i studied herc was the concelltric 
annulus \\'ith all aunular channel space of approximately one inch. The inner core 
rod was held in place by three pins two millimeters in diameter inside the annular 
spacing located c\·ery half meter. The friction factor for fully developed turbulent 
singlc phase flow was correlated with Reynolds nUluber. This correlation uscd a 
turbulent geometry factor, Ct, that is a function of the laminar geometry factor, C/. 
-cc, ~ V'(O.0154-CC, - 0.012) + 0.85 
'0 10 
where: C, = turbulent geometry factor for the annulus 
C, ... = turbulent geometry factor for a circular pipe 
C1 = laminar geometry factor for the annulus 
C10 = laminar geometry factor for circular pipe 
(2.1) 
Sadamollli et al. (1982) were able to determine the friction factor for the channel 
considered according to f = Ct Re- O.25 , using the turbulent geometry factor for the 
811llulus. 
K. BOONE 
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This equation is comparable to that developed by Paul H. R. Blasius (1873-1970) 
For turhulent flow and considering the Fanning friction factor, the Blasius equation 
can be represented by f = 0.0791Re- o.25 . Th~ Blasius ('fjllaTions fits That which was 
discovered by Sadamomi et al. (1982) for the case where Cr = 0.0791. 
III 1964 Brightoll alld Jones studied fully developed turbulent fiow in aUlluli with a 
range of Reynolds numbers from 46,000 to 327,000. The test section included two 
concentric aluminum pipes. T he outer pipe had a eight inch nominal inside diameter 
and four different inner pipe sizes were used. Friction factors were deTermined ·with a 
water flow apparatus for Reynolds numbers between 4000 and 17,000 and were found 
w be six to eight percent higher than what WII .. <; generally IIccept.ed for flow through 
an annulw; with smooth walls in this range. Brighton and Jones found that friction 
facTors for air flows through an annulus with smooth walls were one to ten percent 
higher than the pipe flow values for t.hose with same Reynolds numbers. They found 
that these results depended very little on the ratio of the inner pipe radius to the 
outer pipe radius. 
Velocity profiles were studied by Brighton and Jones (J!Ju4) and were fouud to deviate 
from the normal correlations when the radial distributioll of Reynolds streSl is non-
linear. They also found that in turbulent flow. t.he point of maximum mean \·elocity 
v.ill occur at a smaller radius than in laminar flow. They were also able to determine 
mixing lengths from accurate measurement of the velocity gradients. Physically, 
the mixing leIlgth is the distance a particle travels before exchanging momentulll 
with fluid particles of different layers. Brighton and Jones found that the mixing 
length goes to infinity a'> the ma."'i:imum velocity is approached. t<.Iixing lengths of 
this lIlagnitude would be physkally ililPossible and hence their findings supports the 
filldings of the physical incorrectness of the mixillg length theory. 
In 1985 Caetano calculated fridion factors for annular single phase flow. He found 
that using the hydraulic diameter characteristic was inaccurate for 1m". turbulent· 
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Reynolds numbers. He deduced that for flow through an annular spacing, the friction 
factor depended on Reynolds number, pipe diameter ratio, and degree of eccentricity. 
For a glW'11 sd of flow conditions, he- discoW'rM that friction fartor d('crcase-d with 
increasing degree of eccentricity and was less pronounced as the Reynolds number 
iucreased. 
Caetano (1985) also discovered that the error im'olved in predicting friction factor 
\"alues in an annulus when using the hydraulic diameter characteristic can be as high 
as 10% to 50%. This depended on the degree of eccentricity: 
2DBe 
e~---
Dc-DT 
and the annulus pipe diameter ratio: 
J{ = !!I.. 
Dc 
where: DT = outer diameter of the inner pipe 
Dc = is the inner diameter of the outer pipe 
DBC = the distance between pipe centers 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
By investigating the frictional pressure loss, he was able to conclude that the friction 
pressure gradient for an annulus is a function of pipe diameter and the degree of 
eccentricity. 
2.4.2 Multiphase Annular Flow 
Two-phase flow in an annular channel is important to study since it occurs in a variety 
of practical applications, For instance, two-phase' flow exists in an 1l.1ll111lus Whl'll an 
influx of gas enters an oil wellbore (I<elessidis & Dukler, 1989). 
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Kelessidis and Dukler (1989) studied upward annular two-phase flow as well with 
experiments carried out in a 2 x 3in annulus. This study focused on de\·eloping a flow 
patTern i(ir-ntification method and did llot ill\'esrigate frictional dfeds. 
Papadimitriou and Shoham (1991) slightly impro\·ed this model, but only for bubble 
and slug How pat,l.ers. They aLso cltnied out a sensitivity analysis for pumping wells 
The effects of the system and flow characteristics such as casing pressure. gas flow 
rate, and degree of L"Ccentricity of the annulus were demoustrated. 
Nakoriakov, Kuzeutsov ami Vitovsky (1992) studied upward flow iu verticaluarrow 
channels. The friction factor for two-phase flow was obtaineu for the experimental 
data collected and a mathematical model that can predict the friction factor in a 
narrow annular channel was developed. A calculation method for finding friction 
factors based on the empirical relationship of the mean gas to liquid velocity ratio 
was suggested aud these calculations agree with the data obta.ined experimenr.ally 
(Nakoriakovet al. 1992). 
It is noted that the oil and gas industry usc annular f"onfignrations which an' milch 
bigger than the ones investigated uy Nakoriakov et aI. (1992) so further study into 
this area is still desired 
Hasan and Kabir (1992) studied anllular flow, but did not investigate prcssure gra-
dients or frictional effects. Their focus was on flow pattern prediction through an 
experimental investigation using vertical and inclined piping. T hey developed void 
fraction e.xpressiolls for each flow regime studied. 
Lage and Time (2000) studied upward flow in annuli for the purpose of dcYeloping 
a steady state meclmnistic model. They focused on developing a procedure for flow 
patt.ern prediction for two-phase flow regimes and did 110t invcst.igatc frif"tion faf"tors 
associated with the flow. 
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2.5 Radial Inflow 
The inflow through the perforations aJong a completed well bore contributes to the 
pressure loss through unconventional friction factor correlations. This inflow effect is 
significant in most wells, and will affect both the pressure loss along the wellbore and 
the inflow performance of the well (Ashf'im , Kolnes & Oudeman , 1992). 
There are many studies that have been carried out for single phase flow without radial 
iufIow. The classic ~Iuody Chart allows the pressure drop to be predicted with all 
accuracy of 10% to 15%. \Vhen radial inflow is added, the pressure variation in the 
piping is significantly altered and existing correlations without radial inflow can no 
longer be used. Radial inflow causes a"'i:ial pipe flow to never reach fully developed 
flow in the areas where the iuflow occurs (ScllUlkcs, Riudc & Utvik , 1999). As well. 
for laminar flow the local friction factor increases with an increase in the injection 
Reynolds number, while it decreases for turbulent flow (Ouyang et al., 1997). It is 
important to understand radial flow in pipes because it relates to how oil enters the 
production wells and is extracted from the reservoir. 
Ouyang et aJ. (1997) found that the influence of inflow to a wellbore and outflow 
from it depends on the flow regime present. Inflow, in production wells, increases 
til(' wall friction for laminar flow while decreasC$ for turhllknt flow. Ontflow, in 
injection wells, has the opposite react ion. The wall friction is decreased for laminar 
flow and increased for turbulent flows. Calculation results show that the acceleration 
pressure drop mayor may not be important compared to the frictionaJ component 
dC'pC'nding on the spC'cifie pipe geometry. fluid proP<'rti~ , and flow conditions. Due to 
the existence of perforation inflow, the accelerational pressure drop can be important 
relative to the frictional part and can significantly influence the well flow rates under 
some flow conditions (Ouyang, 1996). 
Yuan and Finkelstein (1956) were the first to study the effccts of uniform injection 
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and suction through a porous pipe wall on the t\\'o-dimensional steady state laminar 
fluid flow. They solved the Navier·Stokes equations in cylindrical co-ordinates for 
both \'ery large and very small wall Reynolds numbers. They found that wall friction 
is increased with injection at the pipe wall and that suction will decrease the wall 
friction. 
Dikken (1989) suggested a theoretical basis for understanding and predicting how 
the wellbore flow resistance affects the inflow performance. According to the theory. 
flow resistance may haye a critical impact on the inflow rate distribution along the 
wcUbore which is very important for horizontal wells in permeable reservoirs. In these 
areas, the pressure drop over the well bore can become comparable to the drawdown 
pressure. 
Asheim et a!. (1992) studied pressure loss with only one or two radial inlets. Their 
experimental data was compared with a simple model taking int.o account both friction 
and acceleration pressure losses. They stated that the total pressure drop along a 
perforated pipe is made up of wall friction and inflow acceleration. The wall friction 
was computed in the same wBy as for regular unperforated pipe. They found that the 
model compared well with experimental data when the radial inflow was less than 
three times the axial velocity, but for larger velocities the model underpredicted the 
measured pressure loss. 
Su and Gudmundsson (1995) investigated single phase pipe flow with radial inflow 
attempting to account for the effects of radial inflow. They assumed that the pressure 
drop for a perforated pipe had three contributions; frictional pressure drop, acce1era-
tional pressure drop, and a 'mixing' term. They show that most of the pressure drop 
is due to the first two components, but a significant contribution does come from the 
mixing term. For small flu.x ratios, the mixing term gives a negative contribution to 
the pressure drop in the pipe. This implies that the flow in the pipe is lubricated by 
the radial inflow. For iargr flux ratios, ",I]('n tht' radial y{'iO<'ity is of the same order 
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of magnitude of the a.xial velocity, the correction term gives a positive contribution 
\,-hich indicates the radial flow obstructs the pipe flow, thus increasing the pressure 
drop. The e:xpe:rime:nts show that the corn'etion term in the pressure: loss (Ape) is 
also highly dependeut 011 the geometry of the perforated pipe. 
A study Ly Schulkes, l:tyik and Rill(\c (1997) was carried out and the effet:\.s of radial 
inflm\- on single phase and multi phase flows were investigated. \Vith small perfora-
tions along a certain length of piping, it was discovered I hat a pressure correction 
factor for the radial inflow was required to determine the overall pressure drop. This 
correction term considers that the flow is not a fully de\"eloped turbulent flow !leaf 
dw radial inflow area. Frictional pressure loss can only be accuratdy eaknlated for 
fully developed turbulent flow and when radial inflow is introduced, the flow field 
is under continuous development_ It is not yet clear how this effects the frictional 
pressure losses 
Experiments similar to Su and Cudmundsson (1995) were performed by Schulkes ami 
Utvik (1998) with the main difference being the size of the experimental set-up These 
experiments were carried out to near actual production pipeline dimellsions. 
In Hl98 Schulkes and Utvik studied pressure drop in a perforated pipc with radial 
inflow for single phase flows. They wanted to find out the effect radial flow had 
on the eyolution of the pressurc flow ficld inside tht' pipe. They de<:ided that the 
total pressure loss could be broken down into components of friction and acceleration 
effects according t,o: 
.6.Ptotal 
(2.4) 
APtotal 
and that it would be affected by an correction factor which would come from the 
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radial flow The total pressure drop would be represented as: 
(2.5) 
The experiments were setup according to Figure 2.3 and were carried out in a 15m 
long pipe with a diameter of O.15m. The pipe contained 56 perforations 9 mm in 
diameter. Using experimentation, they discovered that depending on the volume flux 
ratio ¢ = (q/Q) of radial to axial flow, the outcomes Wf're <"Illite diffcT('nt.. 
V(x) 
- --j 
V(x+dx) 
---7 
Roclall~ftoW 
1-Schematlc diagram 01 ptpt with redilll inflow 
Figure 2.3: Schematic of Pipe with Radial InRow (Schulkes & Utvik, 1998) 
In this study Schulkes & Utvik (1998) were able to show that the correction term 
needed in the total pressure equation can be ±10% of the frict ional pressure drop 
term and that it is highly dependant on the gemoetry in the system. T hey showed 
that for small flux ratios, the correction gives a negative contribution. Tn other words. 
the flow is lubricated by the radial flow. For large flux ratios, the correction term gives 
a negative contribution because it obstructs the pipe flow and therefore increases the 
pressure drop. 
In 1999, Schulkes, Utvik, Rinde carried out experiments to determine the pressure 
loss for single phase pipe flow with radial inflow. Their aim was to establish a model 
to predict the pressure loss in such a system. The experiments were carried out with 
commercially a\<Lilable pipes used in oil production: the first was a perforated steel 
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pipe and the second Wa<) a wire wrapped screen 
Schulkes et aJ. (1999) first conducted experiments without radial inflow to establish 
the friction factor for pipe flow. For these experiments a given axial flow volume. 
Q, was set and the radial volume, q, Wa<) increased in a stepwise manner. The main 
focus of these experilllcilts \Va<) to modify the friction factor to include radial iufiow 
effects. They found that radial inflow leads to a lower frictional pressure loss when 
compared to those compllted for fully de\'eloped turbulent flow. This lead to including 
a correction term in the friction pressure loss in their model which accounted for the 
changes due to the radial inflow. 
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2.6 Smooth Wall and Rough Wall Piping 
It is very important to inw:stigate the effects of the wall roughness on pressure gra-
dients ill piping. Pressure gradient determination with smooth piping is important 
since it is less complex than if a roughness were introduced. Various correlations 
for hydraulically smooth pipe have been developed in the past by such people as 
Dodge and ~"'etZller (1959), Bogue and tl letzner (1963), Ha.ll (1969), and Desouky 
and El-Emam (1990). 
In most practical applications, the inside wall of It pipe is not hydraulically smooth. 
Under turbulent flow conditions, the wall roughness may have a noticeable effect on 
the pressure gradient due to friction. A pipe may be rough because of the nature 
of the material the pipe is constructed from or it may become rough over time due 
to erosion or corrosion of the material. Roughness can also be created artificially by 
attaching sand grains or small channels to the surface of the pipe walls (Govier & 
Aziz,1972). 
To fully describe roughness, one would need information about the geometry, in-
cluding height, length, width, and shape of any protrusions as well as how they are 
dispersed. Since this is not often possible, roughness is usually measured in terms of 
the mean hright of lh{' protrnsion. A reiRtiY(' ro\lghness is defined oS tJ D where ( is 
the mean height of the protrusion and 0 is the pipe diameter. This shows that the 
effect of roughness is due to dimensions relative to those of the pipe (Govier & Aziz. 
1972). 
Colebrook and White (1937) reported that a pipe may be viewed as perfectly smooth 
when pV.k is less than 4 where p = fluid density (kgJm3 ), V. = ,,;:r:;rp and To = 
" shear stress at the wall, IJ. = fluid viscosity, aud k = diameter of the roughness grailts 
p\f k 
They also reported that a pipe can be looked upon as completely rough when ........:.-. 
I' 
exceeds 60. Between these two "alues. flow can be viewed as in the transitional state 
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where both viscosity and grain size influence the flow. 
Por turbulent flow, wall roughness also depends on the Reynolds number as well as 
the effective roughness. A laminar sublayer ex·ists and is in contact with the pipe wall. 
For high Reynolds numbers, this laminar sublayer is thin compared to the roughness 
of the wall, awl therefore the rougllllcss will be significant (Govier & Aziz, 1972). 
In 1996, a series of experiments were carried out by J ayanti and Hewitt (1996) to 
investigate the response of flow to a step change in surface roughness in a cylindrical 
pipe. The change in roughness was introduced by joining a smooth pipe and a 5and-
roughened pipe having a roughness ratio of 55. r"Ieasurements were made in one and a 
half diameter increment lengths. The results of this experiment show that an abrupt 
change of wall roughness does affect the whole velocity field immediately The flow 
becolllCti fully developed only after ten to fifteen diameters. 
Other types of experiments were carried out in the past to investigate roughness. 
Instead of using rough pipes, roughness elements were added to the inside of the piping 
and the prot.rusion caused a disturbance in t.he flow. In 1997, a study was done by 
Siuru and Logan (1997) where the region of change between fully developed smooth 
and rough wall flows of air in circular tubes were inwstigated. In these experiments. 
the tubes were artificially roughened by equally spaced rectangular rings. Static 
pressure probes were used to measure the axial pressure drop and thus the friction 
factor for the section of pipe. One of the main findings from this experiment was that 
the longitudinal pressure gradient responded very quickly to a chalLge ill roughness 
and that it was not necessary to have a length of tube long enough to attain fully 
developed flow to determine th(' friction factors for a given roughness configuration 
(Siuru & Loga.n, 1977). 
\Vork was also done by Su and Gudmundsson (1993) where perforations in a pipe acted 
as roughness elements. They investigated how perforation roughness affects the pres--
sure drop in normal pipe flow. \Vith no flow through the perforations, the roughness 
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function was found to increase linearly with the perforation/casing diameter ratio. 
The authors were also able to obtain an empirical relationship for the friction factor 
in pipes with perforation roughness. They demonstrated that the roug-hness function 
depended only on the geometrical characteristics of the pipe and perforations. 
Experiments were carried out to inYe!;tigat.e the flow ill a pipe followillg an abrupt 
increase in surface roughness by Logan and Jones (1963). They selected an eight inch 
diameter pipe because yclocity profiles were known for smooth and rough pipes and 
the turbulence structure for smooth pipe had been determined. The rough portion of 
pipe was sand roughened and had a roughness ratio of radius to average grain size of 
55. Air was used as the working fluid and the Reynolds numher in the smooth pipe 
at the exit was 400,000 for all the dat.a. It Kas found that for this Reynolds number, 
fully developed flow for the rough pipe was not. attained for a length of 15 diameters. 
In the transition region of the rough pipe, velocity gradients and Reynolds stresses 
Kcre higher than that for fully dcvclopN"l rollp;h pipe' flow. 
Two-phase flow in rough pipes was studied by Chisholm and Laird (1958) They in-
vestigated pressure drop and saturation for air-water mixtures in smooth and rough 
tubes. Improvements in several two-phase flow correlations were presented. Ap-
proximate formulas were developed using the:;e improvements conelated most of the 
data agreeing within ± 15% with a maximum of =: 25% of experimetal values were 
developed by the authors (Chisholm & Laird, 1958). 
Chapter 3 
Pressure Gradient Comparison 
Methods 
3.1 Int roduction 
Flow through an annular channel can be modeled by computer simulation techniques. 
Many complex commercial software programs exist that can model the fluid interac-
tiOIiS and l:omplex mathematical equations uchilJ(lllic flows. \York has beeli carried 
out in the past involving single phase frictional pressure drops in a smooth concentric 
annulus. A paper by Jones and Leung (1981) entitled An imp7'Ovement in the Calcu-
lation of Turbulent Friction in Concentric Annuli discusses how to SO]YC for pressure 
gradients using the effective diameter of piping instead of the hydraulic diameter. 
which is more commonly used. Only more recently has it been realized that the hy-
draulic diameter may not be sufficient to accurately describe the observed behavior. 
Using the Java programming language, a short simulation program based on the 
equations presented in this paper was written (see APPEKDIX A). The simulation 
program compares calculated pressure gradients using two different methods to ex-
press diameter. One method calculates the pressure gradient in an annular flow 
~ystem using the hydraulic diameter, while the other usc:; the efk'(;ti\"c diameter ill 
the calculations. The results were plotted to compare and contrast both methods. 
Before the simulation program performs any calculations, the user must input the 
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values for the outer radius (m), the inner radius (m), the fluid density (kg/m 3 ), 
the wall roughness, the fluid viscosity (Fa's), and start and end flow rates_ The 
simulations were carried out for two extreme conditions, represented in Figure 3.l. 
In the first situation, the inner diameter is approaching the outer diameter (b ----> a), 
Khilc in the second sit.uation, the inner diameter is approaching zero (b ----> 0). 
GJ 8 
Figure 3.1: Visual Representation of Extreme Simulation Cases 
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3.2 Simulation Theory 
Assume the following input parameters are known: 
• outer radius. a 
• inner radius, b 
• fluid d('n~ity, p 
• fluid viscosity, J1 
• wall roughness, l 
• flow rate, Q 
The area of the annulus is: 
and the perimeter of the annulus is: 
The hydraulic diameter is therefore: 
4A 
P 
4rr(" + b)(a - b} 
2rr(a+b} 
2(a - b} 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
For laminar flow, it has b('('n prown (\Vhitc, 1991) that the flow in a conccntri<-
annulus can be found from: 
(3.4) 
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The frictional pressure loss defined by Equation 3.5 can be substituted into Equa-
tion 3.4 to produce Equation 3.6: 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Solving Equation 3.6 for k",. and substituting in the definition of flow rate, Q = vA, 
gi\'cs: 
(3.7) 
An equation has not yet been established to express the laminar friction factor re-
quired to determine the effective diameter. To find the pressure gradient for a con-
centric annulus, the frictional pressure gradient similar to Equation 3.5, given by 
Equation 3.8 is used. 
<IE 
dx (3.8) 
From White (1991), the effecliye diameter is given by: 
(3.9) 
Equation 3.7 is solved for flam and from White (1991), Reynolds number is defined 
(3.10) 
Using the Haaland friction factor defined by: 
[ ( 69 ( ))""]-' 12=4 1.8log r+ 37~ 
CD'lf . ell 
(3.11) 
for turbulent flow. the pressure gradient can now be obtained. 
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3.3 Simulation R esults 
3.3.1 Whe n 'b' approach es Zero 
Simulations ..... ere carried out as the inner diameter (b) of the annular channel ap.-
proaches zero. In this case, the inner diameter becomes smaller and smaller and the 
flow approaches circular pipe flow. In examining the first scenario, it is obseryed that 
the size of the annular channel is essentially increasing. 
By examining Figure 3.2 which shows the plots obtained from the simulations, it 
is observed that there is a significant difference ill the two methods. The method 
of solving for the pressure gradient, which uses the cffective diameter, giycs a higher 
result than the method using the hydraulic diameter. \\'e can also see that as the inner 
diam('t('r g('ts cJos('r and dOS<'r to z('ro, th(' diff('r('n('(' in tIl(' two nl('thods h('('omcs 
smaller and smaller, as is expected. 
Figure 3.3 shows a closer look at how both methods used to find the pn,'s;ure gradient 
vary. The solid lines represent the simulations performed with a very small inner 
diameter when b=O.OOO5m. The dashed lines represent simulations carried out at a 
larger inner diameter when b=O.0127m. From this figure it is clearly sccn that at 
b= O.00051l1. the differellcc betwcclJ both methods is IUm;h smaller thalJ for the other 
case with b=O.0l27m. From this it is inferred that if the simulations could be carried 
out with b=O, both methods would produce the same results for pressure gradient. 
Another obscn"ation made from Figure 3.3 is that as the inner diameter becomes 
smaller and smaller, the pressure drop for both cases decreases but fo r the method 
using the effectiyc diameter, it decreases at a faster rate than using the hydraulic 
diameter. 
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Figure 3.2: As 'b' approaches Zero 
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Figure 3.3: As 'b' approaches Zero - A Closer Look 
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3 .3 .2 When ' b ' Approaches 'a' 
In examining the second case where the inner diameter of the annular channel ap-
proaches the outer diameter, another vcry distillct TL"Sult is observed. By earryillg 
out experimeuts \\·here the inner diameter of the annular channel becomes very close 
in value to the out.er diameter, the annulus is becomillg very small ano approaching 
a solid circular pipe. 
From Figure 3.4. it is evident that there is a significant difference in both methods. 
The method of solving for the pressure gradient which uses the effective diameter once 
again gives a higher result than the method using the hydraulic diameter. Wc Clill also 
sec from Figure 3.4 that a..~ the inIler diameter gets closer to the outer diameter, the 
difference in r.he two methods becomes larger and larger. The fourth plot di>iplayed 
in Figure 3.4 11<.1.8 a different scale on the y-axis than the other three. If this scale 
from the final plot was employed on the first three plots in this figure, the differences 
would not be clcarly prescnted. It is evident that, there is a much gTeater difference 
ill the two methods ill the fourth plot than there is in the third plot.. 
Figure 3.5 shows a closer look at how both methods U>ied to find the pressure gradi-
ent vary as the inner diameter approached the outer. The solid lines represent the 
simulations performed with an inIler diameter close to the size of the outer diameter 
when b= O.1460m. The dashed lines represent simulations carried out at a smaller 
inner diameter and a larger annular chaIlnei size when b= O.1270m. From this fig-
ure it is apparcnt. that lit b O.1270m, tIl(' diff('T('tl('c h('tw('('u hath mdhods is milch 
smaller than for the other ca..<;e with b=O.14601ll. From this it can be inferred that if 
the simulations could be carried out with b= a, the difference in both methods wOllld 
continue t.o grow. 
From Figure 3.5 it is observed that as the inner diameter becomes larger and larger 
for bot.h cases, the pressure drop increases but for the method using the effective 
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Figure 3.4: As 'b' Approaches 'a' 
diameter, it increases at a faster rate than with the hydraulic diameter. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
\Vhen the annlliar channel is very large and approaches circular open pipe flow, some 
general conclusions can be made. \Vith small iUller diameters, both methods produce 
similar results for pressure gradients. The outcome of the experiments may not be 
Jarg!'ly infhwnc!'d if onf" \wrf" to IISf" OHf" method of describing thf' diameter on'r thf' 
other in such an instance. 
If the annular channel is very small the diamet.er must be carefully defiued If the 
diameter is described using an effective diameter, much larger pressure drops will be 
obtained. Both methods are a legltimate way to define a diameter, but from these 
experiments it is concluded that if one is studying small annular channels the outcome 
of the experiment will be affected by the way in whidl the diameter is defined. 
Chapter 4 
Multiphase Flow Loop 
4.1 Introduction 
In 1997 a new multi phase flow loop was fabricated at Memorial University of Kew-
foundland in the Fluids Lab of the Engineering Building. Designed as an open loop 
fe-circulating system (sec Figure 4.1), it was initially IISed for hot film anemometry e..x-
perilllents \vith two-phase flow. The fadlity was designed to support the development 
of an clcctroquasistatic multi phase flow meter (.~IPFM) to measure the indiyidual oil-
water-gas flow rates of unprocessed oil well streams (MPFL, 1997) 
To ensure proper phase mixing and allow the flow patterns to properly develop, the 
fiow loop was built u5 meters long. It, was constructed ofthrcc inch diameter schedule 
40 PVC pipe. Clear horizontal ilJld vertical tc"St sections were incorporated throughout 
the system for flow visualization and long radius elhows were used to minimize flow 
disturbances. The pipe supports were carefully designed to minimize the influence 
of systcm vibrat.ions. Instrumcnt.ation on the flow loop included several pressure and 
telllperature transducers u.s well u.s flow llIeters located all eadl of the liquid and 
air lines. Electro-pneumatic control valves were inst.alled on tlll.."SC lines t.o facilitate 
control of the flow conditions. Operational cOlltrol of the loop was implemented 
through a fully integrated computer system, which also halldled the data acquisition 
(MPFL. 1997). 
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Figure 4.1: Original Multiphase Flow Loop 
4.1.1 Air Line Components 
The air lines, which are made from mild steel, branch into two components; a one 
inch line and a one- half inch line. Steel pipe was chosen as the preferred material to 
easily connect the air lines to the flow meters and other components. A one inch ball 
check valve is located on th is line before the air and liquid lines meet and is used to 
prevent any liquid from entering the air line and its components. 
The air used with the flow loop is supplied by the Fluids Laboratory A one inch 
union and ball valve acts as a conl!ection point allowing for a quick disconnection 
if necessary. A high pressure rubber hose is used to transfer the air from the main 
supply to the steel pipillg asselllbly. 
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4.1.2 Pressure and Temperature Transducers 
All the pressure and temperature transducers in the multiphase Bow loop were pur-
chased from Omega. The pressure gradients were evaluated by measuring two pres-
sures along a test sections with the PX603 series cable style transducers. Shown in 
Figure 4.2, these thin film transducers are compatible with both liquid and gas and 
are fitted with a one quarter inch male NPT fitting used for installation. For the 
liquid line the PX603-100G5V was used which is rated from 0 to 100 psi. Installed on 
the air line was the PX603-200G5V, which was rated for 0 to 200 psi. Both transduc-
ers produced a one to five volt signal read into the data acquisition system (Omega 
PX603,2002). 
Also shown in Figure 4.2 are the Pipe Plug Probe T-style thermocouples They have 
a rugged 304 stainless steel design with a strain relief spring with a 1/4 NPT fitting 
They produce a millivolt signal which must be gained before it can be read into the 
data acquisition system (Omega TC-NPT, 2002). 
Figure 4.2: Pressure and Temperature Transducers from Omega 
Fittings for both the steel air lines and the PVC liquid lines were needed to install the 
transducers. Tees with one quarter inch bushings were used to mount the transducers 
onto the steel air lines. To mount the transducers onto the PVC piping, single socket 
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outlet Clamp-it saddles with an o-ring seal were purchased from JJ Doums Industrial 
Plastics Inc., shown in Figure 4.3 (JJ Downs, 2004). The o-ring seal , located between 
the pipe and the clamp, prevented leaks from occurring at the point of contact. 
Figure 4.3: Pressure and Temperature Sensors with Clamp-oil Saddles 
4.1.3 Flow Control Syst e m 
To properly manage the flow rates of eacll working fluid , electro-pneumatic control 
valves were installed on the liquid and air lines. A three inch valve controlled the 
liquid line flow rates and a one inch valve operated those of the air lines. A second 
three inch control valve was installed on the return line to allow control of the back 
pressure for the flow loop. Using this valve, the flow loop could be pressurized to GO 
psi. (MPFL, 1997)1. 
Separate flow meters were used to measure the rates of each of the fluids in the 
multiphase flow loop with each meter positioned on its respective line before the 
location where the fluids unite. An Omega FTB-730 turbine flow meter was installed 
to measure flow rates on the liquid line with a k-factor (pulses per gallon) of 10.14, as 
shown in Figure 4.4. This three inch flow meter measures between 3 and 400 gallons 
per minute (GPM). A PVC body was selected with 150 Class ANSI flanged ends that 
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can be directly attached to the liquid line piping (Omega, FTB-730, 2002). 
The air is separated from the liquid on the return line as it enters the mixing tank. 
Two separate flow meters are used on the air lines, an Omega FTB-931 on the one-
half inch line and an Omega FTB-936 on the one inch line, shown in Figure 4.4. The 
FTB-931 and FTB-936 are economical ball bearing turbine flow meters with male 
NPT fittings suitable for usc with gases with a minimum density of 0.025 Ib/ft . They 
operate between 0.35 to 3.5 actual cubic feet per minute (ACFM) and 4.0 to 60.0 
ACFM respectively. Valves were installed to direct the air through the desired meter 
based on the required flow. In addition, each flow meter has a signal conditioner 
attached to it which allows the signal to be properly read into the DAQ system 
(Omega FT£l-930, 2002). 
Figure 4.4: Flow Meters from Omega 
4.1.4 Mixing Ta nks and Separation Equipment 
Included in the equipment for the flow loop are two large tanks. If two-phase liquid-
liquid flow is required, oil and water can be premixed in a 750 liter mixing tank that 
will also hold them for recirculating the fluids through the flow loop. The second 
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tank is a 630 liter transfer/settling tank used for separating Huids after they have 
been mixed. The two tanks are connected by piping with a 1.5 HP centrihlgal pump 
that can transfer the fluids frolll one tank to the other if needed (MPFL, 1997). 
4.1.5 Main Pump 
The main pump used to pump the Huids from the mixing tank through the flow loop 
was a five horsepower, three inch centrifugal pump (sec Figure 4.5) (MPFL, 1997). 
The pump's motor required three phase 230/460 VAC which was taken from one of 
the electrical panels in the Huids lab (Card, 2004). 
This pump wa." salvaged from another project and originally incorporated into the 
How loop to minimize cost. This pump could only be set in either the ON or OFF 
position and was therefore difficult to locate a desired speed. The only means for 
controlling flow was by opening and closing the pneumatic actuators manually 
Figure 4.5: Original Flow Loop Pump 
To ensure the pump's output does not exceed the pressure rating of the PVC piping, 
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a 1.5 inch Jaybell pressure relief valve was added, If the pressure were to surpass the 
100 psi rating, which is slightly lower than the 130 psi \\'orking pressure of the PVC 
piping. the mlw would diRehllrge the excess pressure and dirC'<'t the fluid back to thl' 
mix..illg tank (Card, 2004). 
4.1.6 Data Acquis ition System 
A fully integrated computer system was used to operate the multiphasc flow loop. 
A data acquisition system was needed to accept input signals from the equipment 
in the fiow loop such as the flow meters and pressure and temperature transducers. 
Signal conditioning, analog to digital conversion, and digital to analog conversions 
abilities were all necessary, Labtech Kotebook Pro software was used to operat.e the 
data acquisition and control systems (:\ IPFL, 1997). 
4.1. 7 MotionScope PCl High Speed Video System 
The MotionScope PCI system included a camera head, a camera cable, and a full 
length PCI Controller board with appropriat.e software, The r-.1otionScope High Speed 
Digital Imaging System can record a sequence of digital images of an e\'ent. A frame 
rate of 60 to 8000 frames per second can be used to record the data. 
The system stores these images in an Image ~Iemory on the Controller Cuit. These 
images can be viewed forward or reverse at selected frame rates from 1 to 8000 frames 
per second. The motion can be analyzed frame-by-frame and by frt..'Cze framing. These 
AVI files can be saved as a complete sequence of events or if desired only the rdC\'ant 
part of the sequence can be saved, 
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4.2 Multiphase Flow Loop Upgrades 
For the multiphase flow loop to return to operat ional status, many upgrades to the 
system were necessary. Until now, there had been limited upkeep on this facility 
and hence many pieces of equipment were either becoming obsolete, or were not 
functioning properly. 
4.2.1 Main Pump and Inverte r 
With limited usc, stagnant water in the system had caused rust to form and deposit 
on the flow loop's components and cloud the piping. The major contributor to the 
rust formation was the main pump, since it was not stainless steel. To correct this 
problem a 316 stainless steel pump, size 4 x 3 x 8, 5HP 460V 3 phase 1750rpm 
Goulds pump was purchased from Electric Motor and Pump to replace the original 
(see Figure 4.6) (Card, 2004) 
Figure 4.6: New Flow Loop Pump 
To compliment the new pump, a TB Wood's inverter was purchased and installed 
The fluid flow through the system could now be controlled by this inverter instead of 
having to manually control the pump speed. This conserves energy, puts less strain 
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on the pump, and provides more options for flow regimes, if desired. 
4 .2 .2 Data Acquisition System 
A new data acquisition system (DAQ) was designed and created using LabView 7.0. 
It has a friendly graphical user interface and allows the user to create input/output 
programs quickly without having to use many lines of programming code. The Lab-
View program can interpret the input signals from all equipment. Included in the 
DAQ front scrccn arc waveform plots for pressure, temperature, and flow, as can be 
seen ill Figure 4.7. Numeric values are displayed in the top left hand corner of the 
screen for any active sensor inputs. 
Figure 4.7: Lab View 7.0 Data Acquisition Screen 
The new design of the DAQ system allows the user to control the amount of fluid 
entering and circulating through the system. Using sliders, the flow rates of both air 
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and water Call be controlled, To view the exact quantity of fluids passing through 
the flow loop, a display box for each of the gas flow and fluid flow was incorporated 
into the screen, Pressure and temperature measurements are also displayed for every 
sellsor on the llluitiphase flow loop. The final component needed to carry out axial 
and radial inflow experiments was the control and display of the three radial inflow 
sections. On Figure 4.7, these components are labeled as FUTURE FLO\V but were 
latcr rcnamed appropriately. 
The updated DAQ program acccpts input signals from the transducers and meters and 
outputs the signals to the control valves. The system was designed with a maximum 
of 30 inputs and 3-4 analog outputs. It also requires signal conditioning, analog to 
digital conversion, and digital to analog conversion. New equipment purchased to 
upgrade the DAQ system included two PCI cards and a 32 challllellllultiplcxing card 
with built in Cold .Junction Compensation and gain control for thermocouple inputs, 
all from CyberResearch Inc. (see Figure 4.8). 
Figure 4.8: New \Viring Set-up for Data Acquisition 
The analog signals from the pressure and tempcrature transducers and flow mcters 
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were multiplexed using two CYEXP 32 Mulitplexors. The multiplexor inputs the 
signals to the LlJput card in the computer and performs sigllil.l conditiollillg functions 
that gains the input, \,·hich is needed to achieve a proper voltage input range. 
The output from the flow meter also needed to be convcrtcd to a voltage signal A 
rate lIleter, whidl takes the ili(;Olllillg pulse output from the flow meter and converts it 
to a currcnt signal, \\"(IS used to provide signal conditioning. At this point, the current 
now needs to be cOllverted to a voltage. To accomplish this, a 250 ohm resistor was 
placed in parallel with the card resistor. The conditioned signals are then acquired by 
the computer using a CYDAS 8P PCI analog to digital conversion card. The analog 
output signals used to operate the control valves are provided by a PCICAD 08A 
output card (Card, 20(H). 
APPEr\DIX B describes the operation and maintenance procedures for the multi-
phase flow loop 
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4.3 Addition of Annular Flow Capabilities 
To incorporate annular flow into the multi phase flow loop, many changes were re-
quired. The vertical flow section was redesigned to replace a portion of the three inch 
diameter pipiug. The new design incorporated th ree test sections flanged together 
with the piping diameter increa.<;ed to six incht.>s to provide adequate space inside to 
creat.e an annulus. 
Two inch, three inch, four inch, and five inch diameter pipes were chosen to test in 
the experiments to give an array of annulus sizes. Clear acrylie piping was purchased 
from C. E. Polymer Shades to fabricate the new sections. To seal the inner pipes 
and make them watertight, each end was lopped with a parabolic cap fabricated and 
installed by technical services in the engineering building. It was important t.o make 
sure everything was watertight since leaks could cause errors in the analysis due to 
inaccurate flow readings, or cause damage some of the equipment. To obtain the 
proper design length the inner piping required being joined together, which was also 
done by technical services. A !;lee\"e wu:; made to fit in:;ide the piping and it was theu 
sealed inside. 
To hold the inuer piping in place, holding rings were designed (see Figure 4.9). :\Iy 
design was given to technical services and the holding rings were fabricated from P VC 
all the CNC machine. T hree rings were made for the 1\\'0 inch diameter piping as a 
prototype to det.ermine their functionality. 
With the testing of the holding ring prototype complete, it was decided that only two 
for each of the remaining inner piping sizes \"ould be required. T he main purpose of 
these holding rillgs is to hold the inner pipe in place and keep the annular spacing 
bet.wC€1l the inner and out.er pipes uniform without restricting the flow. Figure 4.10 
shows that as the inner pipe diameter increases, the anllular space decreases and the 
open annular spacing inside the holding rings correspondingly decreases. To limit the 
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Figure 4.9: Holding Ring Design and Assembly 
total flow restrictions in the system, only two holding rings are used to hold the inner 
pipe in place. 
Figure 4.10: Flow Spacings in Holding Rings 
No holding rings were used for the five inch diameter piping because it wa.<; felt the 
flow would be too restricted. In place of these rings, on each end of the piping, four 
spacers made from acrylic were attached. These spacers held the piping in place 
without placing too much restriction on the flow. 
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The final consideration in designing and fabricating the annular section of the multi~ 
phase flow loop was to make sure there was adequate space between the ends of the 
inner pipe and til(' flangcxl. pif'Cf';S so The fluid ('Quid easily flow up from the thr('(' ineh 
diameter piping int.o the annulus and then out. aga.in on the top cnd. Each piece of 
inner piping was fabrica.ted to a total length of 95 inches to give adequate space for 
the flow to enter and leaye the annulus. 
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4.4 Addit ion of R a dia l Inflow Capabilit ies 
To test radial inflow scenarios, many design changes to the multiphaS<' flow loop 
were carried out. Three sections in scrie; were designed to simulate rock layers in a 
resen·oir with diiIerent permeuLilities the layers may ha\·e. It was more feasible with 
less risk of damage to til('" mat.erials to Oe:Si,l!;ll for an aW'Ta,l!;e radial inflow value and 
only drill one hole in the pipe, rather than perforate the acrylic piping multiple times. 
A flow meter and ball \·al"c t.o monitor and control the flow was installed Oll each of 
the inflow test sections. 
To run experiments with radial inflow only, the original flow loop design was modified 
to no longer allow flow to enter from the bottoill ofthe vertical test section. The lower 
end of this section was detached and the bottom was plugged so that fluid could only 
enter the annular channel through any of the three radial inflow sections 
The vertical, annular section now required a.dditional support since it was discon-
nccted from the flow loop and no lonp;er heing snpportNi from helow. A support. 
made from three inch PVC piping with a flange on its end was fabricated and in-
st.alled to allow the annular section to rest upon the flange and be supported by the 
floor of the Fluids Lab. A second melhod used 10 support the annular section was 
with a bracket made by the \\·c1ding shop in the technical services department which 
was attached to the platform floor. This bracket is adjustable to accommodate the 
six inch piping and the three inch piping originally part of the multi phase flow loop. 
hl building the radial inflow section, flexible Tygon tubing was used sincc it was 
more feasible and allowed the radial inflow section to be assembled easier than if 
PVC piping were used. The size of the tubing was determined by the size of the end 
COIlll(.'("tion of the flow meters purchased for usc on the radial inflow lines. I was able 
to determine that a l i inch diameter tubing would fit the connedions and would also 
be a common size to make finding fittings for the tubing easier. 
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FrOIn the horizontal section, a 3 inch to 1 ~ inch reducer was purchased and installed 
to allow for How into the tubing. The tubing was secured onto the reducing joint 
with a hose barb. From here, the How split into three separate streams, each stream 
entering a different test section. The How was split using two T-joints and a 90 degree 
elbow (sec Figure 4.11) 
,- Z5 
Q5 ----1> 
f- P5 
I- Z4 
Q4 -!> 
I- P4 
Q3 ----1> 
-P3 
Figure 4.11: Radial Flow Setup 
From these joints, the How entered a short six inch length of tubing and then into a 
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ball vah'e, which controlled the flow illto each section. The tubing was secured onto 
the valves using hose damps. ~ext, as the fluid Ieayes the valws it enters another 
ll'ngt,h of tllhing 20 inches lon~. which is an aOPIlII:11.1' knp;th for flow development. 
It then enters a flmv meter where the tlmv rate is monitored. The tubing is onee 
again secured to each flow meter with hose barbs on both ends. The flmv meters were 
illcorporatt."d into the data acquisition program so the user can determine the allloullt 
of fluid entering ea<h of the test sections 
\Vhen the fiow leaves each fiow meter, it enters another section of tubing 20 inches 
long agaill. Holes were drilled and lapped in the outside of the annular piping and 
the tubillg Willi conll{."Cted t.o hose barb!; screwed into these holes. Teclmiea.l Sen'ices 
drilled and tapped these holes into the outer six inch section and through the clamp 
on saddles for added !;{."Curity. 
On the side of the outer pipe opposite from the point where the flow enters the 
piping, a pressure trallsducer purchased from Omega is located which will measure 
the pressure at that. point in each s~tion. Each transducer is attached to the fiow 
loop clamp-on saddles purchased from .IJ DotlJ1i.S Limited in the same manner as the 
others. 
With all of the equipment installed, it then had to be wired and programmed into 
LabView 7.0 for data acquisition, T lw pressure sensors were reconfigured and cali-
brated. The two pressure sensors previously located on the downward vertical section 
were disconllected from Labview sillce these pressure readiubtS were uot neeJed for 
these experiments. Tn their places on the DAQ board were two new sensors located 
on the middle and top sectiolls of the amlUlar test sectioll. The pressure scusors were 
then re-configured in Labview and listed in sequential order (see Figure 4.12). A 
voltage signal was read frOIll the pressure sensors and through Labview, this volt.age 
was converted into a kiiopascaJ output and displayed onto the Labview screen. 
The three newly added. fiow meters were programmed into Labyicw. A voltage signal 
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Annular Test Section 
P4 
P3 
Horizontal Test Section 
P2 
Figure 4.12: New Pressure Sensor Configuration 
was read from each meter which was converted into a flow reading. The calibration 
equations obtained from the flow meters were entered into Labview and from there 
the flow rate was displayed in gallons/second. A cOll\'ersion was then performed to 
display the flow rate in liters per minute for each of the new flow meters. 
Chapter 5 
Benchmarking Experiments 
5.1 B enchmarking of Circular Pipe Flow 
The precision of a piece of equipment denotes how well it can reproduce a certain 
reading with a giycn accuracy (Holdman, 2001). To enS1He the mllitiphasc flow loop 
would produce precise and reliable data, benchmarking experiments were carried out 
with a..xial 8my through a circular pipe. This type of experiment has been done in the 
past with well documented results. The data collected during experimentation was 
analyzed to determine the friction factors for the circular pipe flow. These experiments 
are ncce;>.<;3ry to (>stablish if rdiahlf' results collid he obtained from tht' flow loop. By 
carrying out well documented experimcuts, it can be shown whether or not the data 
collected from the multiphase flow loop compared well with published theoretical 
data, 
For all benchmarking tests, single pha.<;e experiments were carried out with water 
used as the ,vorking fluid . Three sets of data were collected in three inch diameter 
schedule 40 PVC piping at different times to show repeatability of the re!:mits. FOI 
each set of experiments the flow rates varied from a lllillilllUlll of approximately 10 
liters per minute to a maximum of approximat.ely 1000 lit.ers per minute. \Vhen exact 
flow rates could not be duplicated, values were chosen as close to the previous flow 
rate as possible and recorded as such. 
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The pump speed was modified for some experiments to obtain flow rates outside the 
normal bounds of the pump operating at 60 Hz. I chose to alter the pump speed by 
± 15 Hz because the pump could still be operated safely at the highest speed. It 
is not recommended to run the pump any higher than 75 Hz for fear of causiug any 
damag(' to it. At. the lowf'r pump speed of 45 Hz, the maximum flow rate that could 
be reached was approximately 750 liters per minute. At the highest pump speed of 75 
Hz , a top flow ral(' of approximatdy 1200 lit.('rs per minute was obtained and at. this 
speed focus was placed on recording data for flow rates that could not he obtain('d at 
60 Hz, therefore a full test matrix of experiments was lIot carried out.. 
5.1.1 Experimental Procedures 
For each set of experiments carried out. in the laboratory, 1 created a test matrix to 
be followed. Each text matrix detailed various pump operation speeds for which a 
series of flow rates \,·ere tested. The test matrix for the first set of benchmarking 
experiments is displayed in Table 5.1. For all experiments carried out, more thall olle 
trail of data was collected to ensure repeatability 
Table 5.1: Circular Pipe Flow - Trial I 
Pu-mp Speed Flow Rate (LPM) 
60 HZ 1020 850 550 350 130 20 
45 HZ 770 690 500 240 110 12 
The first test matrix vms followed as closely as possible for the second set of beuch-
marking experiments with sollle minor alterations. For each pump speed tested, 
additional flow rates werc added to obt.ain morc data points on the friction factor 
verses Reynolds lIumber plots that would later be generated. The addition of the 
extra data points would help to show the data trends more clearly. The st.'Cond t.est 
matrix used is display{.'"(j in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Circular Pipe Flow - Trial 2 
Pum p Speed Flow Rate (LPM) 
60 HZ 1000 950 850 550 350 230 115 45 
45 HZ 750 690 530 250 125 43 10 
The text matrix fo11o\\·ed for the third set of benchmarking experiments is slightly 
different in make up than the previous two shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Instead 
of running the experiments at the pump speed of 45 Hz, a higher speed of 75 Hz was 
now tested. P reliminary analysis and plotting did show that an adequate amouat of 
data at 45 Hz had been obtained. For the third trial of benchmarking experiments, 
the pump was set to 75 Hz to obtain flow rates beyond 1000 liters per minute which 
would produce points Oil the friction factor verses Reynolds number plot beyond the 
range of data pre\'iouslr collected. For the 60 Hz tests, flow rates were not chosen to 
correspond with the previous experiments, but instead values were selected between 
those already chosen to collect new data points to fall on different places on the plot. 
The third test matrix displared in Table 5.3: 
Table 5.3: Circular P ipe Flow - Trial 3 
Pump Speed Flow Rate (LPM) 
75 HZ 1200 1125 1030 875 
60 HZ 950 870 780 630 410 290 120 
5,1.2 Experimental Analysis 
Calculations were performed on the data collected to determine their associated fric-
tion factors. In these calculations, the Fanning friction factor was found instead of 
the Darcy friction facto r where /Dar~ = 4/Fa ,m;"9 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
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The Bernoulli equation is very widely used and is probably used more often in fluid 
flow applications than any other equation. This equation assumes im"iscid flow, steady 
flow, flow along a streamline', constant. de'llsit:v, and an inertial r('fercll(,(, framC'. TIl(' 
Bernoulli equation can be used with external flows around objects submerged in fluids_ 
with internal flows over relatively short distances, and with flow from a plenum (Potter 
& Wiggert, 1997). 
The Bernoulli equation e.xpresses the conservation of the sum of pressure, kinetic, and 
potential energy according to Equation 5.1. 
If' If' f' - dP+- vdv+ dz=O 
I' 1 9 I 1 
(5.l) 
Integrating Equation 5.1 knowing that the flow is incompressible gi\-CS Equation 5_2. 
known as the Bernoulli equation. 
P + ~p1J2 + 1'9:: = Const (5.2) 
The first term in Equation 5.2 represents the pressure head, the second term represents 
the \-elocity head, and the final term represents the static head differences. The 
constant of integration is called the Bernoulli constant and relies heavily on steady, 
frictionlcs.<;, incompressible £low (IIodg<, &, Taylor, 19!)9) 
The Bernoulli equation cannot be used when general losses in the syst.em are to be 
accounted for. An equation derived from the conservation of energy formula can 
be used for such situations. The conservation of energy equation used is shown ill 
Equation 5.3 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
~ _ JIV. ~ ~ r pedV+ r (e+!'.) pV dA (5.3) 
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Considering the specific total energy, e, to be made up of the specific internal energy. 
the potential euergy, and the kinetic energy, in the absence of heat transfer the energy 
equation becomes Equation 5.4 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
dW. + ~ + \fdV + gdz = d(losses) = 0 
p 
Integrating Equation 5.4, gin!:> Equation 5.5 (Hodge &. Taylor, 1999). 
!l + ~ +Zl =!}. + ~ +z~+ ~ + losses 
"'( 29 "'( 29 • 9 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The total pressure losses in a system are comprised of both major and minor losses. 
I\lajor losses are associated with pipe wall friction over the entire length of a pipe 
(Hodge & Taylor, 1999). Pressure losses due to friction is a major contributor that ef-
fects flow. Frictional pressure loss can be calculated according t.o the Darcy-\\'eisbach 
equation for the frictional pressure drop in pipes (shown in Equation 5.C). 
(5.6) 
Incorporating the Fanning friction factor into Equation 5.6 gives: 
(5.7) 
For laminar Row the friction factor is only a function of the Reynolds number, shown 
in Equation 5.8, but for turbulent Row it may depend on both the Reynolds number 
and the relative roughness of the pipe ([Economides et 0.1., 199·1). 
(5.8) 
Rearranging and integrating Equation 5.7 gives: 
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frictional pressure gradient (Pa) 
Fanning friction factor 
pipe length (m) 
o pipe diameter (m) 
fluid density (ky/m 3 ) 
fluid velocity (m/s) 
(5.9) 
To det.ermine the friction factor in the test section under consideration, calculations 
were carried out between the secolld pressure transducer P2 and last pressure trans-
ducer P6 , 3..<; shown in Figllre 5.1. 
P2 is located on the horizontal test section just before a 900 long radius bend which 
turns the piping vertically upward. There are two more bends locak'<i inside the tcst 
SLoction a.<; can be seen in Figure 5.1. The second 90° bend turns the piping horizontal 
at the highest point in the system and the third such bend turns the piping vertically 
downward. P6 is the last pressure transducer the fluid must pass throngh before being 
re-circulated back through the system. It is located approximately 1.07 meters above 
the horizontal test section. 
Applying Equation 5.5 directly to this test section, the equation becomes: 
l1;+~2" + '.+ llP,o", ) o 9 
V6 2P P6 + ~ + (pqz6) + l:::..Plrm 
(5.10) 
Equation 5.10 can be simplified since the datum is located at Z2 and is therefore 
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Figure 5.l: Location of Pressure Transducers for Circular Pipe Flow 
Hence, the value of Z6 is the vertical distance above Z2 from zero. Since the 
entire multiphase flow loop was comprised of only three inch nominal diameter piping 
and there is no other source of inflow besides the main mixing tank, the flow rate 
and hence the flow speed remains constant throughout the entire flow loop. For this 
reason, V2 = V6 = Q/A or 1J2 - V6 = O. Equation 5.10 becomes: 
(5.11) 
In calculating the friction factor for the section of piping specified. minor loss('s need to 
he consi(krc<i. Minor losses exist when fluid flows through fittings , valves , and process 
equipment and are not nece&;arily smaller than major los.'>(,"S (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
Each of the three 90" bends has an associated pressure loss \\'ith a corresponding k-
Yalue. A value of 0.22 can be used as the k-value for a long radius 90" bend (Western 
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Dynamics, 2004) where: 
(5.12) 
The system also experiellces major losses in the form of frictional pressure in the pip-
ing. T his frictional pressure loss can be calculated according to Equatioll 5.9. COll-
sidering both the minor losses and major losses in the piping alld using Equation 5.10, 
the experimental friction factor can be calculated according to Equation 5.13: 
(.6.Pw + pg.6.zw - (!!£~~))Dh 
fexp = 2urpv2 • 
where: Dil = hydraulic diameter of annulus (m) 
.6.Plfj= pressure difff'ff'nce from PI t.o Pfj (Pa) 
gravitational constant (9.81 m/ S2) 
.6.Z16 = vertical distance from Zl to ::6 (m) 
Lr total length of section (m) 
fluid density (kg/m 3 ) 
fluid \·clocity (m/s) 
(5.13) 
This is the equation used to analyze the data collected during experimentation and 
to determine thc fri<:tioll factors for the various fl ow rates in these benchmarking 
experiments. 
5.1.3 Theoretical Ana lysis 
To determine the theoretical friction factor values, an equation which describes the 
same conditions is used. For turbulent flow and considering the Fanning friction 
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factor , the following formula developed by Paul H. R. Blasius (1873-1970) \\'as used 
(Equation 5.14): 
0.0791 fll'''ur~ = \IRe (5.14) 
If one were use the Darcy friction factor the above equation would become ftl~urll = 
0.3164. . . . . \IRe ' slIlce the ffictlOn factor \\'ould be multlphed by a factor of four. The Bla-
sms equation which was foundexl. in 1913, is entirely {'lIlpirical and fits rdiahl{' data 
acquired in the past to a good degree of accuracy. It can be used for steady state, 
turbulent flows in pipes of varying shapes (Govier & Aziz, 1972). 
The Reynolds number must be determined before the friction factors can be cal-
culated. Rernolds number is based on the flow rate (which was set in each of the 
experiments). the diameter of the pipe, and the viscositr of the working fluid. The 
fluid speed was determined from the flow rate and used in calculating the Reynolds 
number according to Equation 5.15: 
fY"D Re=-
~ 
(5.15) 
Knowing that water was used as the working fluid in these c.xperimenLs, the density 
and \'is('osit.y ar{' thcf('fOT(, known \·alucs. The dim('nsions of th{' piping in thC' flow loop 
are also known and hence the Reynolds number can be calculated. With the Reynolds 
numbers found, the theoretical friction factors are then be calculated according to 
Equation 5.14. With both an experimental and a theoretical friction factor obtained 
for the same set of parameters, both could be compared, If they were to agree within 
an acceptable percentage of error, it can be concluded that the multiphase flow loop 
call be used for determining pressure differentials for fluid flows. 
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5.1.4 Results 
The friction factors were determined for each experiment set forth ill the t(."8t matrices 
depicted in Section 5.1.1. These friction factors were plotted against Reynolds number 
as shown in Figure 5.2. For calculation details of the analysis, se€ Appendix C. 
In addition using the Blasius equation, thc SwaHlcc and Jain and Churchill equa-
tions wcre also IIscd to determine theoretical friction factors. T he Swamee and Jain 
equation provides an explicit method to calculate friction factors for turbulent flow 
as shown in Equation 5.16 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999) 
f = 0.0625 
[log{:Gn+~)J2 (5.16) 
A single expression that represents the friction factor for laminar, turbulent , and 
transitional Hows was dc\"ised by Churc.hill. This ('-xplicit expression can be solved 
if Reynolds number and relative roughness are known and is ad\'3ntageous since the 
friction factor in the transition region is a continuous function which smoothly links 
the laminar and turbulent flow regions. The Churchill equation used is shown in 
Equation 5.17 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
2[( 8 )" ( 1 )[P / '" 
ReDh + (A + 8)(3/2) 
A = (2.4571n[ / )O.yp6 (H"D~ 
(5.17) 
B 
The Haalalld equation shown in Equation 5.18 is valid for t/ f) > 10- 4 for turbulent 
flow, considering the Darcy friction factor (Hodge & Taylor. HI99). 
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f ~ 03086 " 
{ log ['it + (rlv)"'] r (5.18) 
Incorporating the Fanning friction factor into Equation 5.18 gives: 
f _ 0.07715 
- {log [~+ (rlo)l.llJV (5.19) 
For other turbulent fiow situations where f/ D is very small, as in the case for smooth 
pipe flow. Equutioll 5.20 (;CHI ue used (Hodge &, Taylor, 1999). 
f = 0.07(151).2 '> 
{log [~+ {rliJ)!.ll"] r (5.20) 
Equation 5.20 was used to plot. the friction factor verses Reynolds number curves as 
described by Haaland 011 Figure 5.2. 
All three equations were plottl.-'(j t.ogether on Figure 5.2 and error bars with a range 
of ±15% were depicted for the Blasuis and Haaland equatious. The Blasuis equation 
give!; the lowe;t \'}).lues of fridion factors while the Haaland equation gives the highest. 
Any dat.a point that. falls within either the range from the Blasius equatioll, the range 
froUl the Haalaud equatioIl, or anywhere in betwecn is said to have good agr€€ment 
with proven theory. 
By examining Figure 5.3 it was obscrwd that overall t.he experimental solutions 
compared quite well with theoretical results. Trendlines for each of the data sets 
were plotted against the Blasuis equation in Figure 5.3. The trendline for trial 1 
data, depicted in blue, closely follows the curvc set forth by the Blasius equation 
within approximately ± 5% to ± 7%. The trendline for trial 2 data, shown in red, 
agrees within approximately ± 9% t.o ± 16%. This curve does not follow the Blasuis 
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findings as closely ru; those from trial 1, but does follow the dat.a trend within a 
reasonable range. The trendline for trial 3 results, showll in purple, lies just outside 
the ± 15% range but still follo\\'5 the curve set forth by Blasius in a stead), manner. 
These experimental results show the multi phase flow loop to be a system that can 
prm"ide reliable results for fluid flow investigations. 
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5.2 Benchmarking of Annular Pipe Flow 
In addition to the circular pipe flow benchmarking experiments, some simple annular 
flow experiments were carried out to ensure the new flow meters purchased and in-
stalled on the radial sections of the annulus were in working order. This testing \\'as 
nf"<'f:S.<;ary to he sure these flow meters would give reliable llleasurements 
5.2.1 Experimental Procedures 
A series of experiments with varying flow rates were carried out to determine if the 
multiphase flow loop would produce predictable results which would follow expected 
trends. Three pump speeds were used and for each speed a different sequence of yalves 
on the radial inflow lines were open. as shown in Table 5.4, with the X's representing 
the open valve during each experiment. The location of the valves on the test section 
is shown in Figure 5.4. 8y varying the pump speed, it was investigated whether the 
results were as accurate for the higher flow rates as they were for the lower rates 
/', 
Figure 5.4: Location of Valves on Radial Inflow Section 
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Table 5.4: Radial Flow Benchmarking Tests 
z z z 
Top Valve X X X X X X 
!'.!iddle Valve X X X X X X 
Bottom Valve x X x X X X 
5.2.2 Results 
The data collected from the experiments conducted according to the test matrix in 
the above section can be seen in Table 5.5. 
Ta.ble 5.5: Annular Flow Benchma.rking Results 
Radial Flow Rates Bulk Flow Rate 
Pump Speed Bottom Inflow Middle Inflow Top Inflow 
30 Hz 71.27 LPM 73.32 LP!'.! 
30 Hz 108.26 LP:\l 115.10 LP!'.! 
30 Hz 112.09 LPI\I 117.86 LP!\I 
30 Hz 58.79 LP!\I 78.14 LPM 53.03 LPM 189.96 LP~! 
60 Hz 153.37 LP!'.I 149.80 LPM 
60 Hz 222.25 LP:\! 234.05 LPM 
60 Hz 208.74 LPi ... 1 219.48 LP~! 
60 Hz 140.86 LPivI 159.94 LP:\I 102.85 LPM 396.71 LP~! 
75 Hz 190.54 LPr>.I 18,1.19 LPM 
75 Hz 222.25 LP!'.1 26-1.84 LP!'.! 
75 Hz maxec:lout 289.74 LP!'.i 
75 Hz 150.98 LPr>.! 204.28 LP:\1 136.22 LPi\ I 498.44 LPM 
The total radial inflow for each experiment was calculated and compared with the bulk 
total flow rate measured in a different st.-dion of the flow loop. The error percentage 
between the radial inflow meters and the bulk flow meter was calculated with results 
shown in Table 5.6. 
From Tahk 5.6 it is elmr fhM, as eaeh vain' is opened individually, the flow rates mea-
sured by the bulk flow meter agree quite well with the ball bearing liquid turbine fiow 
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Table 5.6: Error Results 
Valve Opened P1lmp Speed Radial Inflow Total Bl11k Flow Total Percent E1"TOr 
Top Valve 30 Hz 71.27 LPr-,1 73.32 LPM 2.79% 
~Iiddle Valve 30 Hz 108.26 LP~[ 115.10 LPr,1 5.94% 
Bottom Valve 30 Hz 112.09 LPM 117.86 LP! ... ! 4.89% 
All Valves 30 Hz 189.96 LP~[ 199.62 LPr,I 4.84% 
Top Valve 60 Hz 153.37 LPM 119.80 LP~! 2.38% 
~1iddle Valve 60 Hz 222.25 LPM 234.05 LP~[ 5.04% 
Bot tom Valve 60 Hz 208.74 LPM 219.48 LP~I 4.89% 
All Valves 60 Hz 403.66 LPM 396.71 LP~1 1.75% 
Top Valve 75 Hz 190.54 LPr-,I 184.19 LPM 3.45% 
~Iiddle Vake 75 Hz 222.25 LPM 264.84 LPr,1 16.08% 
Bottom Valve 75 Hz 208.74 LPM 289.74 LPi\1 27.96% 
All Valves 75 Hz 491.48 LP!d 498.44 LP~I 1.40% 
meters on the radial inflow sections. Generally. all measured \'alues are in agreement 
within plus or millus six perceut, except for two instances with the pump operating at 
75 Hz. In both CII.<;('I';, t.he flow met.er in q1\(":l';tion had reach('(j its maximum flow rate. 
The main bulk turbine flow meter is rated for 3-400 gallons per minute (GPM) while 
the three ball bearing liquid turbine flow meters located on the radial inflow section 
are only rated for 4-60 GPM (Omega FTB-930. 2002). If the flow were to exceed 60 
GPI\I, rhe ball bearing liquid turbine flow mctt'r!"; would not accmat.ely convey the 
proper flow rates. 
It was also obscrveu that the oottolll inflow sedioll im;urs a higher flow through it 
than the middle and top sect ions. As the height increases on the vertical test section, 
the flow measured at each inflow section is decreasing. This is quite logical because 
as the height increases, there is more resistance acting on the flow and this resistance 
leads to a lower measureU flow rate Fur this reason. the flow rates obserycd follow 
expected trends. 
It has been shown that the new ball bearing liquid t.urbine flow metcrs do compare 
quite well with the main bulk meter which has also been shown to produce reliable 
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results. It can therefore be concluded that the new flow meters will give reliable 
result.s and can therefore be used in experiments using the multi phase flow loop. 
Chapter 6 
Radial Inflow Through an Annular 
Channel 
6.1 Experimental Set-up 
The radial inflow section of the multiphase flow loop was fabricated and assembled as 
described in Chapter 4. Figure 6.1 shows the ociua] equipment, as it was assembkxl 
ill the laboratory. The bottom and middle inflow section arc easily depicted; with the 
top section hidden slightly behind the floor of the platform. In this photograph. the 
two inch diameter inner pipe is installed with water flowing through the multiphasc 
flow loop. The water flows up into the tubing frum the PVC piping where it then 
splits into the sed.iom; of tubing with a ball valve in the open position. In this picture, 
the ball valves are slightly visible from their location just right of the platform leg. 
The hydraulic diameter of the annulus and radial fluid inflow rate through the system 
are the main variables investigated during these experiments, The hydraulic diameter 
can be best defined as the cross ~ectional area divided by the whetted perimeter of the 
pipe multiplied by four, or D" = 4.4/ P. The hydraulic diameter is an approximation 
that is more accurate for turbulent flows than for laminar. The hydraulic diameter 
t.heory for eccentric annuli often fails because the eu;elltridty affe{;t~ the IOS::ies ill lhe 
piping and the hydraulic diameter do(,"ti not vary with respect to eccentricity [Hodge 
and Taylor (1999)]. 
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Figure 6.1: Radial Inflow Setup 
For the radial inflow experiments , two pump speeds were used during data collection 
with various flow rates set at each pump speed. To obtain different sizes for the 
hydraulic diameter of the annulus the inner piping was changed while the outer pipe 
remained constant. For every pump speed each of the top, middle, and bottom valves 
were opened and closed in various sequences and combinations as shown in Table 6.1 , 
with each column representing a new experiment. 
The experiments in the test matrix pre;ented in Table 6.1 were carried out for three 
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Tahir 6.1: Radial Inflow Tcst Matrix 
Valve Open ed 
Top Valve X X X X 
;" !iddle Valve X X X X 
Bott.om Valve x x X X 
sizes of clear acrylic inner piping \dlich was purchased from GE Polymer Sh(ldes. 
T he piping was fabrica ted to incorporate parabolic end caps required t.o pre\'ent fluid 
from entering inside the inner pipe. To obtain the desired totalleugth of 2.42 meters, 
two sections of pipe were joined using a sleeve seated inside the piping. This work 
was performed by the Technical Services Group located in :\Iemorial University of 
Newfoundland's Engineering building. 
The first inner piping size tested with radial flow was the nominal two inch diameter 
piping which produced the largest flow area in the annulus . The next size was a 
nominal three inch diameter piping, which gave all intermediate sized flow area. The 
last size inn('r t.o be tcstro with radial flow was n nominal four inch diameter piping. 
T his gave the smallest flow area in the annulus and therefore the highest pressure 
read ings. 
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6.2 Investigating Pressures and Flow Rates as a 
Function of Position 
6.2.1 Experiments with a 2" ID Annular Channel 
To demonstrate the behaviour of The fluid, the prcs:;ures in the anllulus and their 
corresponding flow rates were plotted against position for each of the annular channel 
sizes. The flow rates wcre measured at each of the radial inflow meters and the total 
flows through the system werc summed accordingly. For the case with the nominal 
two inch inner diameter pipe, the results are shown in Figure C.2 
Although the data trends can be seen, Figure 6.2 may be unclear and somewhat 
confusing. To more clearly show the behaviour of the fluid, Figure 6.3 includes only 
the results where all three hall valves on the radial inflow s{'('tions wcrc opcn 
For all other experimental plots and analysis, sce Appendix O. 
T he pink lines in Figure 6.3 represent experiments when the pump was set to 40 
Hz and the blue lines represent those with the pump set at 75 Hz. The two lines 
increasing from left to right denote flow raTe as a fnnction of position, or the height 
at which the data point was collected. 
The first point on these lines is located at a position of 0.43 meters above the base 
of the t.est section. At this position , the bottom radial inflow section is positioned 
and the fluid flowing through here will enter the annulus. Thf' second data point 
is located 1.29 meters above the base of the test section and 0.86 meters above the 
first point. This point denotes the middle radial inflow section and any fluid ill this 
section will enter the annulus at this location. T he third data point on these lines is 
found ai 2. 15 meters abow the base of th(' test sC'<'tion. Each radial inflow sC'<'tion 
was designed to be symmetric, therefore the distance between each inflow section is 
0.86 meters. T he third point on Figure 6.3 is 0.86 meters above the second point. 
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This is the last data point inside the annulus. 
T he final point on the CllTyes in Figure 6.3 is locat.ed 3.57 meters above the last 
point ill the test section. This point represents the location of the sixth pressure 
transducer, P'h located above the annulus on the original three inch diameter piping. 
It was included in the plot to show the flow behaviour after the fluid leaves the 
amlUlus. 
These lines show that. at each consecutive point, the flow rate is increasing in a 
stepwise manner. Figure 6.3 depicts the experiments where all three valves in the 
radial inflow lines are open with fluid is flowing through them all. The flow rate 
should t.herefore increase at each point inside the annular channeL As stated, the 
final point is located outside the annular test section and at this location there is no 
fluid iuflu\\' . Beyund the third point, the flow rate should become const.ant as s110wlI 
in FigllTe 6.3. 
T he two dashed lines decreasing from left to right represent pressure verses position. 
The first two points on these lines show a slight dC(Tcasc in pressure' as til(' fluid trawls 
from the bottom section up into the middle section inside the annulus. The second 
and third points show that from t.he middle section to the top section, an even larger 
dL"Crea..:;e in pressure is observed. The third and fourth points show a further decrease 
in pressure as the flnid lcaw~s the annular spacing and e'nt.crs the three inch PVC 
pipe. T his should be expected because the fluid is leaving a larger Yolume entering 
a smaller one. The pressure needs to increase to allow the fluid to pass through the 
smaller spa.ce. 
6.2.2 Ex periments with a 3" ID Annular Channel 
The second annular channel size studied with radial inflow was with a nominal three 
inch diameter inner pipe in the annulus. T hese experiments also follO\n~d the test 
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matrix depicted in in Table 6.1. Again, pressures and their corresponding flow rates 
were plotted as a function of position for the data collected. The results are shown 
in Figure 6.4. 
As with the results from the t\\·o inch inner diameter piping, Figure 6.4 may be 
unclear. Figure 6.5 shows only the results for the experiments where all three valves 
on the radial inflow sections were open and can be viewed to help clarify Figure 6.4. 
As before, the pink lines in Figure 6.5 represent the experiments conducted at the 
lower pump speed while the blue lilies signify experiments at the higher speed. In 
these experiments 60 Hz was used instead of 45 Hz as it was ill the previous case. The 
two lines increasing from left to right in a stepwise manner represent flow rate verses 
position and the two dashed lines decreasing from left to right represent pressure 
verses position. 
Figure 6.5 shows that the flow rate increases as the distance from the base of the 
annulus increases. Since this plot depicts the experiments where all three ball vales 
in th£' radial inflow lines ar£' op£'n and fluid is flowing through the-ln, the- flow rat.e-
should increase at each poillt located inside the annular channel. After the third poillt 
on the line, no more fluid can enter the system so the line on the plot lewis off and 
becomes constant, as it should. 
It can also be noted that the line segment between points one and two has a steeper 
slope than the segment between points two and three. As the distance from the 
basc of the ammlus iIlCfca8C:;, marc rcsistancc is acting on thc flow causing lCtis fluid 
to trm·el through the upper inflow sections. This can be supported by using data 
collected during experimenta.tion, as provided in APPEl\DIX O. For the experiments 
carried out at 75Hz, the summation of the flow rates through the bottom and middle 
sections was J55.25 LPM while thc top and middle sections expcricnced a flow total 
flow rate of 340.50 LPr-.1. 
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Figure 6.5: Pressure and Flow Rate as a Function of Position in a 3" ID Annular 
Channel 
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By looking at Figure 6.5 it is shown that the pressure verses position curves do 
follow expected trends, The line segment between point one and point two is sloping 
dowmWl,rd ... whirh show ... II d('('rNI.<;(, in pn'ssllf(' as tht' Rllid tray('ls from th(' bottom 
sectiolJ up into the middle section inside the annulus. The segment between second 
and third points show that in the next section the pressure continues to decrease al 
approximately the same rate as in the first section. The third and fourth points show 
a fllrth('r d(,("f('.'\S(, in pr(,SSIlf(, as Th(' fluid lean'S the annular sparing and rntrfS the 
three inch PVC pipe, which W!\S expected to occur. 
6.2.3 Experiments with a 4" ID Annular Channel 
The final annular channel size studied with radial inflow was with a nominal four 
inch diameter inner pipe inside the annulus. These experiments also followed the 
test matrix depicted in in Table 6.l. Again, pressures and their corresponding flow 
rates were plotted as a function of position fOf the data with the results shown in 
Figure 6.6. 
Figure 6.7 can be studied to help clarify Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7 shows only the results 
for the experiments where all the valn:s on the radial illflow sections werc open 
The pink lines in Figure 6.7 represent the experiments conducted at 60 Hz while the 
blue lines denotes experiments at 75 Hz. The two lines increasing from left to right 
in a st<'pwise manner reprcsent flow ratr as a function of prn;i fion and The two dashed 
lines decreasing from left to right characterize pressure as a function position. 
T he line segment between points one and two has a steeper slope than the segment 
between points two and three. Data provided in APPENDIX D proves that more 
resistance is acting on the flow as the distance from the base of the test section 
increases. For the experiments carried out at 75Hz. the summation of the flow rates 
through the bottom and middle sectious was 369.18 LPtl l while the top and middle 
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Figure 6.6: Pressure and Flow Rate as a Function of Position in a 4" ID Annular 
Channel 
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sections experienced a flow total flow rate of 305.62 LP:\1. 
Like the other anllular channel size;, Figure 6.7 illustrates that the curves plotted 
show trends that were expected. A decrease ill pressure as the fluid trawls from the 
bottom section and up through the annular channel is shown. A further decrease in 
pressure is depicted as the fluid leayes the allllular spaeiug aud ('uter;; the three iuch 
diameter PVC pipe. This was also expected since the fluid is leaving a larger volume 
entering a smaller one. 
By studying the sallie experilllents with different allllUlar channel sizcs, olle can see 
that the same trends are found in each of the experimental results. It is important to 
show the plots for each experiment to properly portray that with all annular channels 
st.udied, the same fluid trends \\"ere displayed each time. 
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6.3 Investigating Friction Factors for Radial Inflow 
into an Annular Channel 
6.3.1 Theoretical Evaluation Considering Section P3 to P4 : 
To calculate the frictioll factors in all aUllular channel with muia] infimv using simpli-
fied equations where one does not need to integrate. the flow between any two pressure 
transducers in the alllJulus at any time must be constant. For example, the friction 
factor could not be calculated between P3 and Pr, if there was inflow through the 
middle section, Q4. Due to this constraint, there \\'ere a limited number of situations 
where the friction factors were determined. 
A section of piping between the bottom pressure sensor, P~ , and the middle pressure 
sensor, P4. wa.s first ('onfiidef('d. For these cakulaiions. the cn.sc with where fluid is 
entering the annular channel through the bottom inflow section only was first studied 
(see Figure 6.8 for locations) . 
i-rom Figure 6.8. it is shown that the flow rates are recorded at the flow meters on 
the radial inflow section located on the 1 ~ inch diameter braided Tygoll tubing. To 
determine the fluid speed in the annulus, the mass flow of the fluid is obtained. Since 
water is the working fluid for all the expcrimeuts carried out with a known density 
of 1000 kg/m3 • the mass fiow is obtained from Equation 6.1 
(6.1) 
The velocity of the fluid in the annulus can then be calculat.ed according to: 
v=~ 
pAollll 
(6.2) 
T he hydraulic diameter is represented by the equation D" = ~ where A is the area 
and P reprcscnts the perimeter. Since the perimeter of a.n annulus is P = ;r(DQ+D,), 
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Figurc 6.8: Radial InHow Setup 
the hydraulic diameter equation can be solved for the area and the equation becomes: 
(6.3) 
By substituting the area into Equation 6.2, the velocity in the annulus can be calcu-
lated using Equation 6.4 
(6.4) 
To determine the friction factor between pressure transducers P3 and P4, thc equations 
presented in Chapter 5 are used. Assuming the fluid speed is constant, V3 = V4 = 
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t'""... Using the Fanning friction factor, the frictional pressure drop . .6.Pf~ic, can be 
represeuted by Equat.ion 6.5 (Hodge & Taylor, 1999): 
(6.5) 
From Equat ion 5.13 in Chapter 5, the experimental friction factor is calculated ac-
cording t.o: 
/. _ (.6.P35 + pg.6.Z35 - .6.Pacc }DiI 
C7P - 2Lrpv~"" 
\\·here: Dil = hydraulic diamet.er of annulus (m) 
6P35 = pressure difference for the section (Pa) 
gravitational constant (9.81 m/ S2) 
.6.:::35 = vertical distance between pressure readings (m) 
LT total length of section (m) 
fluid density (kg/m3 ) 
Va"" fluid vdodty in the annulus (m/s) 
(6.6) 
Included in Equation 6.6 is the pressure drop due to the acceleration of the fluid in 
the channel 6Paoc• This component is often not. as large as the frictional component 
but should be cakulatt.-d to determine its oyerall effect on the flow. For example, to 
der.ermine the acceleration effects in the channel \\·hen there is only flow through the 
bottom flow meter, Q3, Equatioll 6.7 can be used. 
(6.7) 
In this particular case, there is no flow entering the section below the bottom flow 
meter, so Va is zero. Hence, Equation 6.7reduces to: 
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(6.8) 
Equation 6.8 is thcn be substituted into Equatioll 6.6 and the experimental friction 
factors are calculated 
For annular flow with radial inflow a certain type of situation will arise where, in 
theory. the fluid exiting the tubing will have to change direction. It will have to stop 
traveling horizontally and will begin traveling \'ertically upward through the annular 
chatllJel. Even though the pressure transducf'fs are located on the opposite side of 
the piping from where the fluid enters, the readings will be somewhat affected. A 
stagnant pressure component is expected to exist ill this area and should be accounted 
for. This stagnant pressure will only need to be accounted for on pressure readings 
that arc taken when there is fluid entering the annular channel rhrough rhe tubing 
directly across from them. 
For cxample, if thcre is fluid Howing thl'Ougli QJ only, then the measured value at the 
corresponding pressure trausducer will include a stagnant pressure component such 
that: 
(6.9) 
The veloci ty in the tubing will need to be determined in order t.o carry out. this calcu-
lation. The inner diameter of the flexible tubing (Drul.my) was ilIeasured accurately La 
be Ii inches or O.03175m. Using Equation 6.10, the tubing velocity was calculated 
:~~. ) (6.10) 
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Using EquatiolJ 6.10 and Equation 6.9, the actual mlue of P3 used to calculate the 
friction factors isl therefore: 
(6.11) 
This value is one of the pressure measurements u;;ed to determine !:!.P for the test 
section. 
The experimental friction factors calculated according to Equation 6.6 were colllpared 
t.o theoretical values calculated according to the Blasius equation (see Equation 6.12) 
where: Re 
f 0.0791 
tlle<:>r,,= We 
ReYllolds number = PVDh 
I' 
(6.12) 
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6.3.2 Results for Section P3 to P4 : 
To study frictional effects in an annular channel with radial inflow, a section of piping 
between the bottom pressure sensor, P3 , and the middle pressure sensor, P4 , was first 
considered. The case with where fluid is entering the annular channel through the 
bottom inflow section only was first studied. Data was collected for three different 
annular channel sizes. 
To help understand this type of flow, the radial inflow can be represented as nozzle 
How with fluid traveling from a small area into a larger area (see Figure 6.9). 
Z3 
03 --t> 
P3 
Zo 
Figure 6.9 Radial Inflow Represented by Nozzle Flow 
The actual flow rate through a nozzle rarely equals the theoretical flow rate. Blockage 
of the flow area by the boundary layer and dissipation due to viscous friction usually 
lowers the flow rate below \vhat can be calculated theoretically. 
A discharge coefficient, Cd., can be used to help correct the flow rate. The discharge 
coefficient is defined as the actual mass rate of flow divided by the theoretical mass 
rate of flow (Blevins, 1984). If Cd. is equal to one, than the model should already agree 
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with theory. The discharge coefficient, is a fUllctioll of the geometry of the nozzle, the 
Reynolds number , and l\ lacb number if one is working with comprcs..<;ihle- flows such 
as gas where (Blevins, 1981): 
Cd = F(geometry,UDlv,Ulc) (6.13) 
where: U inlet velocity 
D = inlet diameter 
speed of sound 
Blevins (1984) lists \'arious nozzle types and their associated discharge coefficients 
The ca.w which most resembles my setup would be the ring exit nozzle case he de-
scribes. The discharge coefficient can be found from the diameter ratio From B1e\·ins. 
the following discharge coefficients were obtained: 
• For nominal two inch diameter piping: diD = 0.33, Cd = 0.61 
• For nominal three inch diameter piping: diD = 0.45, Cd = 0.61 
• For nominal four inch diameter piping: diD = 0.71, Cd = 0.68 
lucorporating tht.>Sc values into the friction factor equations, the results were plot.ted 
as shown in Figure 6.10. All calculation details are shown in Appendix D 
From this figure, it is evident that there exists a large amollnt of uncertainty in the 
results. \\'e can see that the results obtained for the experimental friction factors 
have negative values which have no practical meaning. However, as the inner piping 
gets larger and the annular spacing becomes smaller, the data does begin to approach 
the theoretical results. 
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The negative values indicate that there are some errors in the measurements takcn 
during testing. They indicate that for the small flow rates tested, the pressure gradi-
ents could not be accurately deduced. Although the pressure transducers were earlier 
said to be adequate for data measurements, it has been found that for measuring 
small pressure gradients these transducers cannot accurately portray the pressure 
differences within an acceptable level of certainty. The actual How into the annular 
channel is quite complicated in nature and is not easily explained White (1991) 
shows what a flow such as thi.'J would look like in Figure G.11. 
Figurc 6.11: Viscous Flow Patterns (White, 1991) 
The fluid is entering into a larger area from a smaller one and as the fluid pours into 
it, sollle very complicated interactions are taking place. The fluid sweeps in and tries 
to fill up the ncw volume. Eddies exist in the bottom corner of the space where the 
fluid is churned as it enters. 
As the fluid enters the annular test section in the multiphase flow loop , one might 
expect to sec a similar occurrence. Although no photographs were taken of this 
phenomenon during testing, it was witnessed that as the fluid entered the annulus 
from the radial inflow section, the Huid became very churned up It was evident that 
some complex How phenomenon was occurring. 
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As the fluid trsyels up through the test section it lIlay begin to swirl. The average 
,·elocity used has been obtained from the flow meter readings located on the radial 
inflow s('etions outsidl' thl' annular ('hannC'!, If TIl(' fluid is swirling as it nan'is up 
through the vertical test section, the flow rates measured on the radial inflow section 
will no longer be accurate. This swirling would affect the local velocity and would 
ha\·e to be considered. If a local velocity value was obtainable, this value may imprO\·e 
upon the results that have been calculated for the friction factors in tlLese experillients. 
Chapter 7 
Axial Flow Through an Annular 
Channel 
7.1 Experimental Setup 
7.1.1 Smoot h Axial F low Thr ough a n Annula r C hannel 
In addition to investigating radial iuBo\\' in an annular channel, axial flow through 
the test section was also studied. Constant flow through the annulus at high flow 
rates could now be observed whereas with radial flow, at each inflow section more 
fluid was ('nt('ring the annulus and the flow was not in steady stat('. For th(' radinl 
experiments in which constant flow through the annular channel could be achiewd. 
only low flo\\' rates and hence low Reynolds were found. The annular channel was 
able to experience much higher flow rates with axial flow. 
For the experiments where the fluid was driycn axially through a smooth annular 
channel, a test matrix was constructed and followed (see Table 7.1). Three different 
pipe sizes were used for the inner piping to \<lry the size of the channel. After each 
test was complete for a particular inner pipe size, the entire test section \,·ould be 
disassembled and removed from the multi phase flow loop where the inner piping would 
then be removed and a new size installed. With the new inner piping in place, the 
test ~edion was put back ill position in the flow loop alld reasselilbled. 
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Table 7.1: Test :\latrix for the Annular Channel \\'ith 3" Diameter Inner Walls 
Experiment Pump Speed (Hz) 
Triall 73 67 60 52 45 37 30 22 15 12 
Trial 2 73 67 60 56 52 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
Trial 3 73 67 60 56 52 45 40 36 30 26 20 
The smallest sized inner piping used was a nominal three illch diameter acrylic pipe. 
For this set.up, three trials were carried out during experimentation. After collecting 
the first trial of experiments amI canyiug out some prelimiuury calculatious, it \HI.S 
evident that the results for the data collected at the lower flows were not as accnrate 
as those from the higher flows. For this reason. some experiments with lower flow 
rates were removed from the t.ext matrix and inst.ead more experiments with higher 
fiow rates were rccoded. It was felt that the experiments held <It the higher flow fates 
would produce more interesting results 
The second sized annular channel to be tested incorporated a nominal four inch diam-
eter pipe inside the annulus. These experiments followed the text rnatri. ... depicted in 
Table 7.2. The text mat.rix was revisited once again and some additional experiments 
carricd out at higher fiow rates were added in the second and third trials of data 
collection. 
Table 7.2: Test :\Iatrix for the Annular Channel wi th 4" Diameter Inner Walls 
Experiment Pump Speed (Hz) 
Trial 1 73 67 60 56 52 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
Trial 2 72 67 64 60 56 52 48 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
~3 n~M~~~a~m.wWWTh 
The third and final sized annular channel tested with smooth axial flow through an 
annulus incorporated a nominal five inch diameter piping. These experiments followed 
the text matrix depicted in Table 7.3. Only one trial of experiment.s was carried out 
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for this setup due to damage incurred to the piping. 
Table 7.3: Test :\latrix for the Annular Channel with 5" Diameter Inner Walls 
Experiment Pump Speed (Hz) 
Trial 1 73 67 60 56 52 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
7.1.2 Rough Wall Annular Flow 
Rarely in industry will one find perfedly smooth pipe flow. \Yall roughness is there-
fore a yery practical characteristic to investigate and Inay greatly effect the pressure 
gradients associated with the flows. For investigating thl' effect of wall roughness on 
the fluid flow through an annular charlllei, ulily the four ilJ(:li diameter inncr piping 
was chosen to show the roughness effects. It is speculated that the sallle trends would 
be evident for the other annular channels. 
Rough - Smooth Wall Annular Flow 
Two setups were considered to examine the effects of wall roughness on the flow 
through an annular channel. Tn the first setup, a smooth inner pipe and a rough 
outer pipe was studied. To roughell the walls of the clear acrylic piping, sandpaper 
of different grits was purchased and attached. Grit is a reference to the number 
of abro..'>ive particles per inch of salldpaper. The lower the grit, the rougher the 
sandpaper (:\Jetal Finishing Systems, 2005). A 20 grit sandpaper, which is classified 
as a course grit, was cllOsen and adhered to the inside of the six inch diameter pipe 
with the sand grains exposed to the the fluid. To attach the sandpaper, the mllitiphase 
flow loop had to be disassembled and the annular test section removed flOm it. Once 
this section was removed, each of the three sections it was comprised of were further 
disassembled to be able to attach the salldpaper to all areas of the piping. With the 
sandpaper in place, the test section was put back and reassembled. 
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These experiments ..... ere carried out in the same manner as in the smooth pipe flow 
experiments. A similar test matrix was creatl..>d and follom:xI as shown in Table 7.4. 
Table 7.4: Test Matrix with Roughened Outer Walls and Smooth Inner Walls 
Experiment Pump Speed (Hz) 
~1 n~Mw.~aa~.www~ 
Trial 2 72 67 64 60 56 52 48 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
Trial 3 72 67 64 60 56 52 48 45 40 36 30 26 20 15 
Rough - R ough Wall Annular Flow 
In the second setup considered, each of the pipe walls of the annulus were roughened. 
It was decided that both the inner wall of the outer piping and the outer \mll of the 
inner piping would not have the same roughness value. In a practical situation , it is 
unlikely that both surfaces exposed to the fluid would be of the same roughness 
The outer piping of the anllulus still has the 20 grit sandpaper attached but a grit less 
course than 20 was chosen for the inner piping. A 60 grit sandpaper was adhered to 
the outer walls of the inner piping. The flow differences should be evident by choof<ing 
a roughness value such as this when compared to experiments carried out with one 
smooth surface. The experiments were conducted as set out in the test matrix shown 
in Table 7.5. 
Table 7.5: Test r.latrix with Roughened Outer and Inner Walls 
Experim ent Pump Speed (Hz) 
Triall 72 67 ~ 00 M ~ 48 45 40 ~ ~ 26 W 15 
Trial 2 72 67 M 60 00 ~ 48 45 40 ~ W 26 W 15 
Trial 3 72 67 M 00 00 ~ 48 45 40 ~ ~ 26 W 15 
Care was shown ill rea.'>Sembling the annular test section with sandpaper attached to 
both surfaces. If the surfaces were bumped or scraped, sand grains would become 
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detached from the backing and fall off, The holding rings were not secured ill their 
usual position on the inner piping because with the sandpaper all the outer pipe they 
would 1I0t assemble properly. The lower holding ring was in its usual position near 
the bottom of the pipe just above the connection point between the pipe and the end 
cap. The upper holding ring was instead put on the pipe approximately olle third 
of the way down from the top. At this positioll, it sits between the top and middle 
sections of the annular channel. 
Once this holding ring was in position, the remainillg sandpaper was installed and 
the test section reassembled. In all other experiments, the fluid \\"ould pass t.hrough 
tht;' fin:;t holding ring before a pressure measurement was taken and would pass by 
the last holding ring after that pressure measurement was taken. As it is setup \\"ith 
sandpaper on both piping, the fluid passes through the upper holding ring before a 
pressure measurement is taken which will now contribute to the minor losses in the 
test sect ion in the system 
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7.2 Theoretical Evaluation 
7.2.1 Smooth A x ial Flow Through an Annular Channel 
To accurately determine the friction factors for fully rough walls, it is logical to begin 
with the siIllplest case KIlich \youid be \\'1Iere the pipe walls are smooth. From this 
point. the equations arc expanded upon and a roughness C'oefficient is int roduced. 
Friction Factors for Horizontal Flow 
Two separate se<:tions of the lIlultiphase flow loop were studied for the data analysis 
for the axial flow experiments. The first section considered was the horizontal test 
st-"Ction which mea."HIres 4.68 meters in length. Thc friction fact.ors wcre calculatt-u 
between PI and Pz. PI is the first pressure transducer the fluid passes through located 
at the beginning of the horizontal t.est section. Pz is thc sc(:ond pressure transducer 
the fluid will pass through in the flow loop and is 10ealt'd at the end of the horizontal 
section just before the fluid enters a 900 long radius elbow. This SectiOll consists 
entirely of straight three inch diameter PVC pipe only; it, is part of the original 
IImltiphase flow loop constructed ill 1997 
For a circular pipe under turbulent flow, the friction factors are a function of Reynolds 
numbers only when the pipe is considered smooth (Caetano, 1985). For these calcu-
lations, a simplified version of the Bernoulli equatioll was used. The fillid f'peed in 
thc section was constant, therefore 6v was zcro and there was no change in height 
between the pressure sensors which makes 6z also zero Equation 7.1 shows this 
simplified equation used to calculate the friction factors 
(7.1) 
where: Dh hydraulic pipe diameter (IiI) 
L'.P pressure difference for the section (Pa) 
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LT total length of test section (Ill) 
fl uid density (kg/m3 ) 
fluid Y('loC'it~, (Ill/R) 
The theoretical friction factors for each experiment were calculated according to the 
Blasius equation (Equation 7.2) as they were in the previous cha pters. 
0.0791 fo",.,.. , = .ifRe (7.2) 
These finding are com pared io those obtained experimentally. It was important to 
carry out experiments in the horizontal test section as well as the annular test section 
since the data collected from the horizontal test section will give a measure of validity. 
1£ the results compare well with theory for this section, it call be concluded that. the 
results from the annular test section should be reliable as well. 
Friction Factors for Annular Flow 
The other test section analyzed was the vertical, annular channel. When the piping 
becomes non-circular, the system becomes more complex. Although no single rela-
tionship exists between Reynolds number and friction factor for these configurations. 
the Blasius or Nikuradse equations arc usually adequate (Caetano, 1985). 
The friction factors were calculated for the test section between P3 and Ps, with P3 
being the pressure sellsor 0 11 the lower end of the annulus and Ps being the pressure 
sensor located on the upper end. This section was 1.73 meters in length between 
the pressure transducers. In this section there were no bends , fitti ngs or other such 
obstacles for which calculations for any minor losses would need to be considered. 
In Chapter 5, equat ions were prcscnted from the conservation of energy formula and 
were simplified for the case where the fluid speed is constant. These equations apply 
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for 8..'(iaJ fluid flow through an annular channel as well. The speed of the fluid through 
the annullL'> remained constant throughout each test carried out and therefore D.\' 
is zero. For the annular lest section, the height between the pressure transducers 
needed to be accounted for. This situation resembles the calculations depicted for 
radial inflow and therefore Equation 7.3, which was originally presented in Chapter 5 
could be used to calculate the experimental friction factors here. It should be noted 
that the D.z is negative which makes the term py6.z negative. 
f _ D,,([;P + P9[;') 
e:r" - 2LT P1l2 (7.3) 
For each experiment Equation 7.2 was used to calculate theoretical friction factors 
which are compared to those obtained experimentally. 
7.2 .2 Ax ial Flow Through an Annular C hanne l with Rough 
Pipe W a lls 
\\'hether one surface of the annular channel is rough or both surfaces are rough, the 
same equations are used for both sit.uations. If both surfaces of the annular channel 
are roughened, they will not have the same roughness coefficients and an effective 
value would have to be dl'tl'rminNI. 1'hl' first (,8SI' studied here hAd an annular 
channel with one rough surface on the outer wall, with a smooth surface on the inner 
wall. The second scenario had the same roughness 011 the outer piping, but this time 
in inner pipe of the annulus was roughened as well. 
There is some uncertaillty in the actual size of the sand grains since every grain was 
not identical and it was not practical to measure each one individually. A ma.'{imum 
diameter was used as the size of the sand grains and this \'Rlue was used to determine 
the roughness coefficient. If the diameter of the sand grains were varied, it would 
effect the roughness coefficient which in turn effects the theoretical friction factors 
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that were determined for flow. 
Friction Factors for Horizontal Flow 
The friction factors were determiued for the horizontal section of piping between PI 
and P2 . Although this section of pipe is smooth and does not show the roughness 
effects on any type of flow, it does show whether or not the data collected is reliable. 
If the calculations are carried out for smooth, horizontal pipe flow and the results 
are in good agreement with theory, it is a good assulliptioll that the data collected is 
accurate and can be used to evaluate the friction factors in the annular channel. For 
this calculation as with the calculations for smooth pipe flow, Equation 7.1 was used 
to determine the friction factors. The experimental results could then be compared 
to Equation 7.2. 
Friction Factors for Annular Flow 
The ne.xt section studied was the vertical, annular section between P3 and P[,. Between 
these two scnsors there were no obstacles which would contribute to the minor losses 
ill the system except for one holding ring to hold the inner piping in place. The upper 
holding ring is located approximately one third of the way down from the top of the 
pipillg and sits between the middle pressure sensor, P4 , and the top pressure SCllsor, 
P,. 
The same equation used in calculating the experimental frictiOIl factors for this section 
of piping for the case where the inlier pipe walls were smooth was also useu here . .6,v is 
zero because the fluid speed through the test section is constant. The height difference 
between the pressure transducers needed to be accounted for as well as the pressure 
losses incurred due to the holding ring. Any minor losses between P3 and Ps needed 
to be incluueJ in thc calculation to accurately mouel the flow. The fluid must pass 
through one holding ring in this section and this obstacle will contribute to the minor 
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IO!:iSCS in the t(.'St sediou. 
Minor losses are expressed in terms of a loss coefficient. K. To calculate the K factors 
for the fluid entering and exiting the holding ring Equation 7.4 could be used. These 
K fact.ors are expression!:i of the area..:.; before aud after the joiuts that is C."Outributiug 
to the pressure loss. 
[{t:Xp 
A/<olc3/A O"" ) 
(I - a)' 
042(1 - a') 
(7.4) 
The experimental friction factors for the vertical, allllular section of piping with the 
onter pipe possessing a rough finish was found according to Equation 7.5 
\"hcre: DJ, = hydra.ulic diamet.er of annulus (rn) 
llPJ5 = pressure difference from PJ to P5 (Pa) 
gravitational constant. (!J.8I m/82) 
.6ZlG = vertical distance from Z3 to Z5 (m) 
Lr total length of test. section (1II) 
fluid density (kg/Tn:!) 
fluid yclocity (m/s) 
(7.5) 
To calculate the theoretical friction factors when one must eOllsider the roughness 
effects on the flow Blasius can no longer be used. Instead, an equation which expresses 
the friction fact.or as a funct.ion of Reynold!:i number and the rclati\·c roughllt.'!:is is 
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needed. Shown in Equation 7.6, the Colebrook-White equation is an implicit equation 
that has been accepted as the most accurate repr(.>sentatioll of the ?lloody diagram 
for turbulence (Hodge & Taylor, 1999). 
1 (' 2.51)-' ~=l()g ~+--
v'l 3.7D n'Dv'l (7.6) 
It is widely used and several variations of it exist which are all implicit and must be 
solved iteratively. Though these equations call be solved numerically, explicit forms of 
theses equations are preferred in the industry. Some of these explicit equations have 
bt.'€n proposed by :\Ioody (1947), Wood (1966), Churchill (1977), Hfl.:'lland (1£181), and 
others. ~[ost of these explicit e<juations have their own range of Reynolds numbers 
and roughness values for which they are valid (Ouyallg & Aziz, 1996). 
The Swamee and Jain equation (Hodge &: Taylor, 1999) was used to calculate the 
theoretical friction factors for this data (see Equatioll 7.7). It was shown in the 
Benchmarking experiments that for smooth pipe flows, thc S\vamee and Jain equation 
compares quite well with Blasuis. It can therefore be deduced that it will provide 
trustworthy results for theoretical calculations with roughened surfaces. 
f ~ 0.0625 
[loY(rlv+~)]2 (7.7) 
The roughness factor \Va<> determiued from the sandpaper grit. A 20 grit sandpaper 
has an equivalent minimum particle size of 0.026 incites and a maximum particle size 
of 0.OG3 illches (:\ lFS , 2005) which is the fOuglmess coeffkiellt, L The roughness 
factor, (/ D is found by dividing ( by the diameter of the pipe and in this ca<>e it 
would be the hydraulic diameter of the annulus, Dh . By carrying out the caJculations 
using both "alues, the effect of the actual \'alue of the particle size on the roughness 
eoefficient and hence on the friction factor as well is determined. 
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7.3 Results 
7.3.1 Smooth Axia l Flow Through an Annular C hanne l 
Annular C hannel w ith 3" Dia meter Inner Piping 
Using the equations presented, friction factors were plotted against Reynolds numbers 
for the data obtained for smooth axial flow in the annulus. For each of the annular 
channel sizes, two test sections were analyzed and friction factors \\'cre found for each 
of the test sect ions. 
The first section studied was the horizontal test section. This section was comprised 
of three illciJ diameter PVC pipe am) was all origillal part of the llLultiphase flow loop 
Friction factors were calculated for the data collected during these experiments alld 
were compared to the Blasius theory, as shown in Figure 7.1. This section of piping 
was not altered throughout the experimelltation process so calculating friction factors 
here is a good show of whether or not the experimental data is reliable. 
From examining the horizontal test section data included in APPENDIX E, there is 
good agreement between the theoretical calculations and the experimental data for 
Reynolds numbers greater than 100,000, which is evident from Figure 7.1. Run #1 
and run #3 are both within an acceptable limit of ±15%, shown by the dashed lines. 
Run #2 shows the same trends as the other data sets but is outside the acceptable 
limit and may be off due to flow sensor debris or other such bias errors that can be 
seen in experimental situations. By carrying out more than one data set, drift in 
results can be considered in the analysis. The maximum flow rate obtained for these 
experiments was approximately 1000 liters per minute or equivalently a maximum 
Reynolds number of approximately 230,000. This ma. ... imum was reached because of 
resistance in the piping and the maximum rating on the pump. 
For Reynolds numbers lower than 100,000 there is substantial error between theory 
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TO Annular Channel 
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and experimental calculations. The pressures are read using pressure transducers 
suitable for reading gauge pressures. Although they can accurately read pressure at 
a certain location, it has been found through this study that they are not as accurate 
for determining pressure differences which are less than 1 kPa. Tn the horizontal 
section, the difference in pressure between the two transducers for low flow rates 
can be quite small, and to more accurately determine the pressure drop differential 
pressure iransducers om b(' us('d. Differentill.l pressure tmnsdu("{'rs arc drsignrd to 
measure differential pressures of liquids or gases and would have a smaller associated 
error reading (Omega DTP, 2002). 
The second test section considered was the segrnellt of piping between P..l and P5, 
located in the vertical, annular channel. From the plot shown in Figure 7.2, the 
friction factor results are somewhat scattered around the Blasius equation, and are 
all beyond the ± 15% error range. 
The results from trial one \\"crc not included ill Figure 7.2. Due to an equipment 
malfunction, no values were recorded frolll the bottom pressure transdueer, P3 • Since 
this value is needed to ca.lculate friction factors in the annular test section, no data 
could bc plotted for trial one. 
The results in the allnular chanuel are somewhat scattered around the theoretical 
curve. If different.ial pressure transducers werr llsed, it is anticipated that there would 
be a smaller error in the difference between the two readings. For smaller pressure 
drops, if OIlC pressure tra.nsducer is reading low and the other one is readiug high, 
or vice versa, the recorded pressure drops \\"ould be inaccurate which would affect 
the associated friction factors. For larger pressure drops, this error would not be as 
evident. 
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Annular C hannel with a 4" D iamet er Inner P ip ing 
The next annular channel size incorporated a four inch diameter inner pipe in~ide 
the annulu~. The data collected during the~e experimellt~ WII.<; analyzed usiug the 
equations presented in the earlier sections. Using the data presented in APPEKDIX 
E, t.he results for the horizontal test section are shown in Figure 7.3. The experimental 
friction fat:tors were plotted against Reynolds uumber aud these poims were shown 
on the same plot as the Blasius theory CUf\'e. This curve is shown in dark blue \vith 
a ± 15% error margin, shown by the dashed lines. 
From examining this section of piping, it is observed that there is good agrccment 
between the theoretical calculations and the experimental data for ReYllolds numbers 
greater than approximately 100,000. Tlw maximum flow rate for these experiments 
\\"as lIear 950 liters per lIlillute \\"hich gives a ma.ximum Reynolds number of approxi-
mately 215,000 that can be obtained. The maximum flow rate for this setup is slightly 
lower than that of the arrangement with the three inch diameter inner piping due to 
a smaller flow area in the annulus and hence an increased resistance in the line 
The second test section studied was the annular channel. The data that was colleded 
in the laboratory was analyzed and experimental friction factors were again calculated. 
T hese results were compared to theoretical values calculat.ed from Equation 7.2 alld 
the results were plotted in Figure 7.4. 
From this figure, it is observed that most of the data points reported fall within the 
specified error margin if ± I5o/c. Friction factors for other flow rates were calculated 
and these results can be seen in APPENDIX E, but it WI~ obsern,'d frOIll these 
eomputatiolls that for R.eynolds numbers below approximately 50,000, the data did 
not agn'C weB with theory and were therefore not included ill the plots. 
A trend ca.n be seen frOIll t.he results of both the allnular chaulleis with a three inch 
diameter inner piping and the four inch diameter inner piping. :'I-Iost of the dat.a from 
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the three inch diameter inner piping did not agree with theory but as the sizc of 
the annular channel decreased, the results impro\·ed. It is bcliew, .. d that the sllIaller 
chanuel produces larger pressure gradients alld these gradients would lead t.o more 
accurate results. since the pressure transducers in the flow loop art' more accurate 
when measuring larger gradients. 
Annular Channel with a 5" Diameter Inner Piping 
The final annular channel studied '\\-ith smooth flow was the nominal fiye inch diameter 
iuner pipillg chanllel. Due to extellsive damage incurred to the inner piping after 
the first trial was carried out, only one data set was collected. As with the other 
experiments, the first section studied was the horizontal test section. The friction 
factors were calculated in the salllC llIanner as previously described (see APPENDIX 
E) and the results were compared to theor:y and plotted on Figure 7.5 
Unlike the previous experiments studied, this figure shows all the data points collected 
outside the specified error range of ::!::15%. With only one dat.a set to study and 
showing results such as these, it was deduced that these results many not be reliable 
and should not eOIL';idered. 
7.3.2 Axial Flow Through an Annular Channel with Rough 
Pipe Walls 
The Effect of Roughness Coefficients on Annular Flow 
Calculations were carried out using equations previously presente<l to determine the 
friction factors for an annular channel with different surfaces. To demonstrate the 
effect the roughness coefficient has on flow and hence on friction factors, two sets of 
similar calculations were carried out with the difference being the particle size of the 
sand grains. :Maximum a.nd a.verage values were used for particle diameter with the 
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results for both plotted with the experimental friction factors as shown in Figure 7.6. 
The size of the sand grain particles does have a relevant effect on the calculated 
results, as evident from Figure 7,G. This plot shows that the Swamee and Jain 
theoretical results with the maximum sand grain size is in closer agreement with the 
data obtained experimentally. It is evident that the outcome is largely influenced by 
altering this variable. Given these results, this issue should be further investigatLxl. 
Although the experimental results do not agree within a ± 15% error margin, shown 
in APPENDIX F, the data sets are consistent and they show the proper trends 
with Reynolds number decreasing \ .... ith increasing friction factor. Uncertainty plays 
a fador in an experimellt such a.<; this and can come from places illcluding accurate 
pressure differentialmeasurelilents and the L"Ccentricity of the annulus to lIattle a few. 
To obtain results within this range indicates the flow through an allnular channel 
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with roughened walls can be modeled to a certain degree. 
Roughened Outer Pipe and Smoo th Inner Pipe 
Friction factor verses Reynolds number plots were generated for the data obtained 
for the case where the outer wall of the annulus was rough and the inner wall of the 
annulus was smooth. The first section of piping analyzed was the horizontal section. 
Here the fluids travels through a three inch diameter pipe which is considered smooth 
This analysis was important to show the validity of the data obtained. The data was 
analyzed (see APPENDIX F) , and the results of this analysis is shown in Figure 7.7. 
This plot compares the experimental results to the Blasius theory. The piping in 
this section remains the same throughout the experiments and calculating the friction 
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factors in this section is a good prediction of whether the experimental data is reliable. 
Each trial is depicted with a differ{'ll\' symbol and colour and the Bla.<;ius theory line 
is shown as dark blue with a ± 15% error margin. 
B)' examining Figure 7.7, it is observed that the experimental data is in good agree-
ment with proven thc'Ory for most of the data obtained. The system ca.nnot run 
flow rates higher than approximately 93U liters per minute with water as the working 
fluid due to the size of the pump, therefore t.he maximum Reynolds numbers to he 
plotted does not exceed approximately 215,OOU. From this plot, it is concluded that 
the results obtained are reliable and should produce dependa.ble results for other test 
sections during these experiments. 
The second tcst section studied \\"(105 the \'ertical annular channel with one roughened 
wall. The friction factors calculated from these data points were all cOlllpared to the 
Swamee aml.lain equation ShO\\"I1 in Equation 7.7. The results from this analysis (see 
APPEl\DIX F for analysis) is shown in Figure 7.8. 
As in the case with horizontal flow, each trial is depicted in a with a different symbol 
\vith a different colour. Trial one is shown in light blue, trial two in pink, and trial 
three in green. T he theoretical line calculated from the Swamee alld Jaiu equatioll is 
shown as dark blue wit.h an crror margin of ± 15%. 
It is easily seen that these results do not. fall withing the specified error margin There 
are a number of factors which may influence the results. As mentioned in previous 
cllapters, the instrumentation used to record the pressure readings has been found 
not to be the proper instrumentation for measuring small pressure differences. If 
each pressure measurement can fluctuat.e by a certain percentage than the possibility 
exilits that one sensor may fluctuate above the correct reading whiJr. the other may 
fluctuate below the proper readillg. The readiugs could also fluctuate ill such a way 
that onc deviates t.oward the correct reading, while the other deviates away. Such a 
situation as this would show a smaller pressure difference which would highly affect 
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the outcome. All such scenarios wouid give an improper pressure drop across the test 
section and would cause the experimental friction factors to be out of the specified 
error range. 
T he degree of eccentricity of the annulus also can effect the experimental friction 
factors calculat.ed. Studies by (Caetano, 1985) showed that friction factor decreased 
with increasing degree of eccent ricity. If the inner pipe is able to move somewhat as 
the fluid passes by it. it may become more eccentric. As the eccentricity increases. 
the experimental friction factor would decrease according to Caetano (1985). With 
only two holding rings keeping it in place, there is a good possibility that this may 
be affecting tlw resuhs obtained. 
It is observed from Figure 7.8 that the value of the experimental friction factors are 
higher than the theoretical results. APPENDIX F shows the exact calculations carried 
out and compares both sets of data. The results do show the proper trends set out 
according to classic theory with friction factors decreasing with increasing Reynolds 
numbers. Overall the data does agree fairly well given the amount of uncertainty 
associated with the experiment. 
Roughe ned Outer and Inne r Pipe Walls 
The lA..<;t. expl"riments (,Arri('d Ollt with a.xial flow through an annular ('hannel was 
for the case with both the outer walls and the inner walls of the annular channel 
roughened. The outer wall was roughened to a higher degree than the inner wall and 
an effective roughness coefficient was determined. 
The horizontal test section was evaluated to show the validity of the data collected, 
with all calculations foulld in APPENDIX F. Figure 7.9 shows most of the data point 
falling within the specified error margin of ± 15%. Four test trials \\ue carried out 
due t.o equipment problems during the second trial. Only three data points were 
collected so this trial was carried out at a later time, but all resuts collected were 
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recorded. 
The experilnental data agrees well with the theoretical results calculated for most all 
the data obtained. The sandpaper adds an increased resistance to the flow through 
the system. The maximum flow rate that could be obtained here was the lo ..... est for all 
tile a.xial flow cxperilllClib carried out. The maximulll flow rate for these experiments 
was approximately 870 liters per minute and hellce the maximum Reynolds numbers 
was approximately 63,000. 
The second test section studied for the last set of experiments was with t\\"o roughened 
surfaces inside the annular channcl. with each surface roughened to a different degree 
Using the Swamee and Jain equation shown in Equation 7.7, the theon.: tical friction 
factors were calculated for which the experimental results were compared. The results 
from this analysis were plotted and arc shown in Figure 7.10. 
As in the other cases, each trial is depicted with a different symbol and colour. Trial 
one is in light blue, trial t ..... o in pink, trial three in green, aBd trial four in red. T he 
line representing the theoretical results is shown as dark blue with a ± 15% error 
margin. 
The experillleutal results fo r the case with two different roughem . u surfaces cOlllpan...u 
fairly well with theory with some of the data points falling within the specified margin 
of error, while the rest arc slightly above. For Reyuolds lJumbers above approximately 
30,000 the data points are tending to drift further from theory. The higher the flow 
rate, and hence the higher the Reynolds number, the less accurate the experimemal 
data was. This may be due to the increased flow rate inside the annulus causing the 
sandpaper to begin to come off the pipe walls. If the sandpaper moves inside the 
annulus, then the measures diameters are no longer accurate which would affect the 
calculations. 
APPE:\IDIX F shows the exact calculations carried out and compares both the data 
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for the horizontal test section and the annular test sectioll. The results do follow the 
trends set out according to theory and O\'erall they do agree quite well. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
8.1 B enchmark E x periment s 
The benchmark experiments were required to determine whether or not the mul-
tipiJasc flow loop would pl"m'idc reliable TCliults. Expcrilllcilts were carrie<.l out for 
circular pipe flow through a test section which incorporated both minor losses and 
major losses. 
By plotting the experimental friction factors against Reynolds numbers along with 
calculated theory, I could determine that most of the experimental values were within 
plus or minus fifteen percent of the theoretical data plotted. Some data points on the 
plot were very close in proximity which shows the experiments are repeatable. From 
this graphieal analysis I concluded that the flow loop produced reliable result:;. 
Four different equations were used to plot the theoretical curves. The first theoretical 
method studied is one of the most widely used formulations and was developed by 
Bla..<;ins. It only considf'ffl friction factors for !'mooth pipf' Row. Other N]nations 
by Swamee and Jain, Churchill, alld Haaland were all studied and plotted on this 
benchmarking plot. All four equations produced very similar results with data from 
both Swamee and Jain and Churchill equations overlapping. From this information, 
I concluded that more than one theoretical method studied can be used to compare 
the experimental values. The Blasuis equation can be used for all cases with smooth 
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pipe flow. \Yhen flow in roughened pipes is studieti and the Blasius equation could 
no longer bt" used, one of the other equations which considered roughness effects can 
be used. The Swamee alld Jain eqU!l.tiOll was chosen to evaluate these €.xperiments 
theoretically. 
CHAPTER s. CONCLUSIONS A]I.'D RECOMMENDATIONS 
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8.2 R a dial Inflow Exp eriments 
Three annular channel sizes with radial inflow imo an annular test section were inws-
tigated. For each experiment, a test matrix was created and followed. The \(llves on 
the inflow tubing were opened and dosed in different sequences such that fluid could 
flow through one section, two sections, or all three sections 
Pressure and flow rates were plotted agilinst position to det.ermine the data trends. 
By examining any of the generated plot.s it is seeu that as the height of the annular 
test section increases, the measured pn.'Ssurcs dL'Crease. The plots generat.ed wit.h all 
yalves open and therefore inflow through all three radial sections showed that the 
pressures decreased and the fiow rates increased as we get higher from the bottom of 
the test section. From this 1 concluded that the trends shown on these plots followed 
the trends expected for this type of flow. 
Friction factor calculations were carried out with flow through the bottom radial 
inflow section only. In such a situation, complex fluid flow phenomena exists. As 
fluid enters the annular chilllnel from the flexlhle tubillg, it will tend to fill up the 
free space. As it does this, eddies will form in certain areas which will complicate the 
flow patterns. Entrance effects illso playa significant role since the flow can become 
blocked at the cntrance by boundary layer effects. As w('l1, The actual flow rat.(' ('an 
be lower than expected because of viscous friction effects A discharge coefficient call 
be used in the calculations to help correct the flow rate. 
After fluid enters the anIlular chanIlel it will, in theory, have to stop flowing hor-
izontally and then turn to flow vertically up through the annular test section and 
therefore a stagnant pressure component will hilye to be considered. As the fluid 
travels up through the test sed ion it lIlay begin to swirl. If this happens, the flow 
rates measured on the radial section will no longer be accurate. T his swirling of the 
fluid would affect the local velocity and would have to be cOlJ.5idered. One must also 
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take into consideration accelerational effects inside the annular test section. Even 
though they may not be large, they may still have a substantial contribution to the 
overall pressures in thc section under considcration. 
The type of flow ill this section is very comple.x and there are many factors that 
must be considered to accurately determine the friction factors. T he method used 
to study radia.l inflow is a good approxima.tion of what occurs when the reservoir 
fluid diffuses through the formation to the well in a parallel dual string or tubing-
annulus {'"OlIlplction. for example. It is concluded that simple a.nalysis methods will not 
accurately model the radial inflow for this system. The experiments do not represent 
the actual inflow of re,wnmir flui(1 to tht> ammlns. hut aft> more of an approximation 
of the radial inftow 
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8.3 Axial Flow Experiments 
8.3.1 Experiments with Smooth Pipe Walls 
Experiments were carried out for fluid flow through piping with smooth walls and 
Yaryillg sized annular channels. The first annular chmmcl size studied was with a 
six inch diameter outer pipe and a three inch diameter inner pipe. T he data was 
collected and friction factors were plotted against Reynolds nllmhcrs. When this 
data \\'as compared to theory, scatter \\'as observed ill the data in the annular test 
section. It is believed that the low pressure drop in the measurements is contributing 
to this scatter. 
T he next annular channel size studied was with a six inch diameter outer pipe and 
a four ineh diameter iuner pipe. The resuits from these experiments produced data 
points within a plus or minus fifteen percentage range from theory and were not seat-
tered as in the previous ease. The pressure drops associated with these experiments 
were somewhat higher so this crror was not a.<; prominent. 
The last annular channel size to be studied in these experiments was with a six inch 
diameter outer pipe and a five inch diameter inner pipe. Quly one trial of experiments 
could be collected due to damage incurred to the inner piping. The results from only 
one trial could not be relied on so these experiments were not longer considered 
From the overall e\'alualion of axial flow through an annular channel, it can be con-
dUlled that flow with smooth walls call be lIlodeled using the Ilmltip\tase How loop 
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8.3.2 Experiments with Roughened P ipe W a lls 
Experiments were carried out to ilwestigate frictional effects on flows through pipes 
with roughened walls. One annular channel size was studied with altering roughness 
,nlues. T he first experimellts carried out were with a six inch diameter outer pipe 
wirh a roughened surface exposed to the fluid. The inner piping was four inch inner 
diamet.er with smooth walls. The second experiment carried out had the same rough-
ness on the outer pipillg but with the inuer surface roughened. Both surfaces did not 
have the same roughIlCtis value. 
Friction factors were plotted against Reyuokls uumbers for the data. collected and 
comparc'<i to Swamc'€ and Jain theory. In both cases the experiment.al friction fac-
tors were higher and outside the fifteen percent error rallge than those determined 
experimentally. This type of flow, however, is more complex than smooth pipe flow 
with more ullcertainty associated. To roughen the surfaces of the pipes, sandpaper 
wa.s fastened to the walb and u.s the flow rates increased the sandpaper would be-
come agitated and sometimes begin to move illside the test section. If this occurred 
during testing, the variable for hydraulic diameter used would lIot be accurate. If the 
fluid was traveling through a smaller diameter than was used in the calculations, the 
friction factors determined experimentally would be somewhat uncertain. 
If a different method was used to roughen the walls of the piping, it is belie,·e that 
better results would be found. Due to the methods used during these experiments, 
it is concluded that rough a."Xial flow t.hronr;h an annular ('hanncl ('an be modeled 
decently well. With some adjustments to the test setup, it is speculatc'<:l that this 
flow could be modeled better and would produce results that agreed a little closer 
with theory. 
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8.4 Recommendations 
8.4 .1 Radial Inflow Experiments 
Some general recommendations can be made to improve the experiments carried out 
ill tili:; illYl.!:;tigatioll. Tile radial iuflow sectiun call bc nxl~igncd to outain better 
measurements. The measurements taken during during tilis study are affected by 
many factors since the flow measured is quite complex. The addition of more pressure 
sensors for the radial inflow expcrimcnts may help to explain what is happening to 
tile complex fluw systcm. In particular, Ii prcssure IIlC3SIll"Cmcut 011 the Yery bottom 
of the annular test section may be beneficial. 
For some of the radial inflow analysis. pressure gradients could not be accurately 
deduced. Although the pressure transducers were earlier said to be adequate fOl" data 
measurements, it has been found that fOl" measming small pressure gradients these 
transducers cannot accurately portray the pressure differences within an acceptable 
level of certainty. It is recommended to use differential pressure transducers when 
small pressure gradients are studied. 
A large problem in particular for the radial inflow experiments is that the wlocity 
in the annulus was not directly measured. The mean velocity is be calculated from 
the flow rate measured at the flow meters on the flexible tubing lines in the inflow 
sections. This velocity may not be the actual velocity traveling inside the annular test 
section. If the fluid is swirling as it rises up the section, the mean velocity calculated 
will not be the actual velocity in the annulus. This would cause the calculations 
carried out to be inaccurate. 
To study annular friction losses with a permeable wall pi pe, a wire or membr8ne filter 
wrapped perforated wall is suggested. To measure the turbulent velocity within the 
annuli, pitot tubes are recommended. 
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Considerat ion can also be given to \·isually ret"ording the fluid at the point where it 
leaves the radial inflow section with the 1~ inch diameter fle.xible tubing and enters 
the annular channel , which is a much larger ,·olume. The fluid should fill the annular 
space in a cone-shaped manner and a visual recording of this may help to determine 
its size. More information on what is happening to the fluid will help explain why 
the measurements produce the ,·alues which were measured during experimentation. 
8.4.2 Ax ial Flow Experiments with Roughened Pipe W alls 
There is much uncertainty in the experiments with roughened pipes, partly caused 
by the method of choice used to roughen the piping in the test section. Attaching 
sandpaper was not rhe best method to usc. As thp flow rates inncased , til!' fluid 
would agitate the sandpaper and eventually the sandpaper would start to dislodge. 
When this would happen, the multiphase flow loop would have to be drainpd and the 
test section would be removed where the test section would be taken apart so the 
sandpaper could be repositioned. With the sandpaper back in place, the test section 
was reassembled and returned to the multi phase flow loop which was then refilled 
with fluid and the testing could resume 
This was very time consuming and caused many delays during experimentation. In 
addition to this, the exact roughness coefficient also was uncertain because it was 
not practical to measure each particle on the sandpaper to determine its dimension. 
To rClIlO\·C WIIlC ulJ(;crtaillty ill\·oln.:tl ill both of these issm:s, a tlifferCllt method to 
investigate roughness effects on flows could be used. Different materials have different 
known roughness coefficients associated with them, and it is recommended that in-
stead of applying a type of roughness to a pipe, different materials can be purchased 
for the pipillg. This would elimillatc the ullccrtaillty in the rougllllC:;S coefficicllts 
because they would be known. It would also eliminate some of the uncertainty in the 
measured values since there would be no sandpaper inside the test section to become 
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dislodged from its position 
8.4.3 G en eral R ecommendations 
A general recommendation which should improve the pressure measurements taken 
throughout the entire study is to choose a different type of pressure transducer to 
record the pressures in the test sections for when small gradients are measured. Dif-
ferential pressure transducers are recommended instead of the gauge transducers that 
were used here. 
A differential pres;;ure transducer would record tile difference in pres:;urc and would 
have only olle uncertainly value a'>SOciated with it. By measuring pressures without 
using differential transducers, each pressure reading will have an associated uncer-
tainty with it. One pressure could be reading lOO high and the other could be reading 
too low and this would t:ause the different in both readings to be too large. The 
opposite could also occur where one pressure could be reading too low and the second 
reading could be too high. This would cause the pressure difference to be too small 
Either case would affect the yalues used and would cause any calculations carried out 
with these values to be ineorred. 
In the experiments studied it seemed that as the pressure differentials became larger. 
the calculated friction factor values became closer to theoretical values. It was there-
fore concluded that an error in the values used in the calculations must be coming 
from the small pressure drops. If differential pressure transducers were used, the 
smaJier pressure drops should be more accurate and the calculations carried out for 
these circumstances would better agree with theory formulated many rears ago. 
For further study of radial inflow and axial flow through an annular channel, one could 
consider two-phase flow. With two-phase flow. it is anticipated that the pressures 
recorded would be much higher and the issues of low pressure drops would not need 
K BOONE 
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to be addressed. A new range of Reynolds Ilumbers could be studied which would 
give more information about flow inside an annular channel. 
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Appendix A 
Simulator Code for Pressure 
Gradient Comparison 
1 ::~~ H~:: H:;: : ~ 
public class simulator { 
//constructor 
public SintulatorO { 
//OTIiER 
public Filewr;ter filelo'riter; 
publ~c int flOWRateStart; 
pubhe int flowRateEnd: 
IICOfooIPlJTEO VALUES 
public double flowArea; 
g~~~~~ ~~~~1: ~~:;~~fi:~ier: 
public double fric~am: 
public double fricTurb; 
public double flowvel: 
public double volFlowRate: 
public double rEffektiv!!: 
public double fluidvel1pow: 
pub11c dOUb'e~l data"!l; publlc double data)ol2; 
public double dataM3: 
IIINPIJT VARIABLES 
pub' c double outerRad~us; 
publ c double innerRadlus: 
pub' c double density; 
g~~~ ~ ~~g~: !:lT~~~9h; 
publ c double fluidvlSc; 
pub1 c double volFlowRateTemp: 
publ c double flowType; 
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jjthis variable states wheth~r the t,\,ylorseries e~pansion or the logarith!T,ic 
e~pression should be used for computtng fLarmnar 
2»; 
publ1C double type; 
public void (Flowvel(double q) { 
flOwvel .. (q/flowArea): 
p>lbliC void cFlOWAreaO { 
flowil,rea .. "'ath.PI*(Math.pow(outerRadius, 2) - Milth.pow(innerRadius, 
public lIoid cperimeterO { 
perimeter .. 2"Math.Pl"(outerRadius ... innerRadius); 
public: void C:HydraulicDiameterO { 
hydrDiameter .. 2"(outerRadius - innerRadius); 
pl.lblic double t:Reynold(double 0) { 
double reynold ~ 
« (dens; ty)" (q/flow.o.rea) "(hydrola~ter) )jf' uidYi st:) ; 
ret"rn reynold; 
public double CReynoldEff(double 0) { 
double reynold .. 
« (dens; ty)"(o/flOWArea) "(cOEffekti ve(q» )/fl 1.1; dvi sc); 
return reynold: 
public dowble cDEffektive(double q) { 
double dEffektive .. 
«64)" (hydro; ameter»/( (thi s. cFl aminar(q) )"(thi s. cReyno ld(q»); 
return dEffektive: 
~~:::* ..... * ... ** •••••• " •• """." ..................... * .............. " .................. ""*,, .. 
/ /FRICTION FACTOA.S 
/ /METHOO 1 FINDIt+G FRICTION FACTOR FOR TURBULENT FLOW : 
I/the Haaland friction factor must be implemented 
public double fl(double q) { 
double fl .. ~th.pOW(1.8 .. Math.l09(6.9/cReynold(q) ... 
Math. pow(wa 1 1Rou9h/3. 7·hydrOl arr.ner, 10/9»), -2)·4; 
ret,.rn flo 
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publicdoublef2(doubleq) { 
double f2 .. Math.pow(1.S*Math.log(6.9/cReynoldEff(q) • 
Hatll.pow{ ..... llRough/3.7*cDEffektive(q),10/9» .-2)·4; 
returnf2; 
public double cFlil"rinar(double q) { 
~~g~: ~~~:~~g: : :~~:=~~~~:~:!~i~~: g: 
double log .. Math.pow(outerRadius,4).- ~'tIl.pow(innerRadius.4) -
(",nil. pow(ouar2pow - inner2po1O,2)/Math~ log(~llterRadlus/lnnerRadius»; 
double fLa", .. (l6·f1uidvisc"hydrOiameter*(outer2pow -
inner2pow))/(densi ty* (q/fl owArea) *log); 
return flam; 
public double pressureOropMlT(double q) { 
double pressureOropMlT; 
('th; s. fl(q»* (de~~i~:)~(~~r.~(q/flow ... rea. 2) )/«2)· (hydrOi .tmeuor» ; 
return pressureDrOpMIT; 
II"'£THO[) 2. Turbulent flOl' using the effective diameter 
public double pressureOropM2T(double q) { 
dOl.Jble pressureorOpM2T; 
(tM s. fl(q» * (de~~r~;)~(~~r.z~(q/flowArea. 2) )/( (2)*(cDEffekti ve{q»); 
returnpressureDroplo!2T; 
I/COLLECTING DATA IN ARRAYS SO TKAT TABELS ANO GRAPHS /oIAY liE INITIATEO 
lithe integers a and b define the ler.gth of the interval 
public void data",lO { 
data"'l .. nf!W doubhlfla..RateEnd-flowRateStart]; 
int counter. 0: 
for (int i.flowRat(>Start; i<fl(M'Rate£nd +40: i .. i • 20) ( 
double number .. (double) i; 
double input .. number/S6400: 
dataMl[counter] .. pressureOropMlT(input); 
I/"Q .. ... i ... " pressureOropGradient .. 
System.Dut.println(dauMl[counter] .... Q :" .i): 
counter.-.; 
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public void dataM20 ( 
dataM2 .. oew dooble[flowFlateEod*flowRateStart); 
int counter .. 0: 
for (int i_flowRateStart; idlowRateEnd + 40; i _ ; + 20) { 
double number _ (double) i; 
double input .. number/86400; 
dataM2[counter] .. pressureoropM2T(input): 
I/"Q " .. + ; ... Pressureoropc;radient_ 
~~~~~:~~~~.println(diltaM2(COunterl + .. Q;" .. i): 
IIKEYB~RO READER 
public String rudStrinllO { 
InputStreamReader read .. new InputStreamReader(Systelll.in); 
BufferedReader gattered _ new BufferedReader{read): 
try { 
string readLine .. gattered.readLineO; 
returnreadLine; 
} 
catch (IOhception i) {System.out.println("Error when 
reading from keyboard!"): 
returnn ... ll; 
} 
p ... blic do ... ble readOOubleO ( 
double number_O: 
try { 
lumber .. OOuble.parseoouble(readStringO); 
catch O"l>mberFormatH.ception 0) {SY5tem.out.println("This is 
oot ~ number. rerun program!'·); 
return 0; 
} 
return number; 
public int readlntO { 
int number .. 0: 
try { 
number .. Integer.parselnt(readSt r ingO); 
catch (NumberFor ..... tException n) {System.ol>t.pl'1ntln{"Thi5 i5 not a 
number. rerun program!"); 
return 0; 
return number; 
liTHE PROGRAM 
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public static void main(StringO args) { 
silflUlator siflO • new si ..... latorO; 
System.out.println("Calculation of the pressuredrop gradi('!1t dp/d>< 
in a Concentric Annulus"); 
VARYING Q 
synem.Ol.lt.printlnC'·please set variables, 51 units··); 
Synem.OIJt.printlnC'''); 
Ilsystell.out.println("set volume Flow rate (IIV'l/Dag)"); 
Ifsim.volFlowRattnemp. sim.readDoubleO; 
5ystem.oot.println("'Set the outher Radius (!II)'.); 
sim.outerRadius .. sim.readDoubleO: 
System.out.println(""Set the inner Radius (m)·'); 
sim. innerRadius • sim. readDoubleO; 
systeflO.ol.'t.printlnC"set fluid density (kg/""'n"); 
sim.density " sim.readoouble(); 
!/System.out.printlnC·Set pipe length (m)"·); 
115im.length .. silll.readDoubleO: 
system.ollt.printlnC"Set wall Roughness (scalar)'·); 
sim.wallRolIgh .. sim.readDoubleO; 
SyStt'nl.ollt.printlnC"set flllid viscosity (pals)""); 
siIQ.fluidvisc _ siIQ.readooubleO; 
systeJlLout.println("R); 
SyStt'll'l.out.println("set flO\Oo·Rate interval"): 
System.out .printlnC .... ); 
system.out.println("Set starting vallie"): 
sim.flOWRateStart .. S1m.readIntO: 
system.out.println("'''); 
system.out.println("set end value"): 
sim.flOWRateEnd .. sim.readlntO; 
System.out.printlnC··); 
!/FJXEO VARIABLES CALCULATED, NO'Iro' COMPARE THE DIFFERENT METIiOOS FOR 
II. VOLUME FLOoI RATE 
~~:: ~~,~:~!!(~~ arnett'rC) ; 
sim.cperimeterO: 
System.out.printlnC .. --------------Method 1 (LOG) USing the hydraulic 
diameter---- ----------"); 
~r;~~~t~~l<~~int lnC'· ,.); 
effective diamet:~~~~:~~~:~~~,)~ln(H----------- ---------"'ethod 2 CLOG) using the 
~r;~d:t~~~(~~intl nC .... ): 
System.ol.lt.printlnC··); 
Appendix B 
Operating and Maintaining the 
Multiphase Flow Loop 
B .1 Thrning on the Flow Loop 
To operate the multiphase flow loop, one must use the correct procedures. With-
out this, one poses the risk of damaging the equipment or even hurting themselves, 
therefore step by step instructions must be followed. 
To begin operating the flow loop the first thing to be done is to turn on the breaker 
switch labeled FLOW LOOP. If it is not 011, power will not be supplied to the system. 
This breaker switch is located ou a side wall ncar the mixing tank. 
Next, open the air valve that supplies the actuators located near the pressure regulator 
in the main line near the mixing and separating tauks. 
T he LabView program call now be opened on the flow loop's computer located 011 
the second floor in the fiuids lab behind the platform that supports the vertical 
test section. The program used to run the system is called Kelly·s Flow Loop DAQ 
Program.m. When the program opens, run it and fully open the FLUID OUT and 
F LUID RETUR.,'l" actuators. This must be done before the pump can be turned 011. 
\Vith the actuators open in the data acquisition system, the inverter on the wall can 
now be turned Oil, done by pressing the FWD button. The frequency should be set 
above 40 Hz to begin to ensure there is enough power to propel the fluid up the 
,'ertical portion of the flow loop and over the top . The default frequency for the 
inverter is set at 60 Hz and is adequate for most situations. 
Data measurements can now be taken. 
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B.2 Shutting Down the F low Loop 
To shut down the multiphase flow loop, a similar procedure is always used to ensure 
it is shut down correctly. If air has been used as a working fluid. the slider which 
controls the air flow rate on the LabView screen must be slid all the way down. This 
is necessary to prevent ally damage to the pump. :\'ext, press STOP on the inverter 
to stop pumping fluid through the system. 
The next step is to move the FLuID OUT and FLUID RETUR:~ sliders to zero. 
With this done, the LabView program can now be stopped by pressing both STOP 
buttons in the bottom right hand corner of the screen. The entire program can now 
be closed down and the computer can be shut off. 
The \·aln' supplying air to the aduators is dosed aext. To bleed off excess pressure 
in the actuators, the air vah"e is opened to 45 degrees. 
The final thing step in shutting down the multi phase flow loop is to turn off the breaker 
switches labeled FLOW LOOP located on the side wall near the mixing tank. The 
flow loop is now complet.ely shut down and the IIscr can Jean' the laboratory 
-Appendix C 
Benchmarking Calculations 
Table A.l Benchmark Data Analysis' Trial 1 
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Table A,2 Benchmark Data Analysis: Trial 2 
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Table A.3 Benchmark Data Analysis: Trial 3 
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Appendix D 
Radial Inflow Experimental Results 
Fluid Flow Behavio~r for Annulus with 2" 10 Pipe and Radial~ 
Inflow Through 03 
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Figure B.l Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 2" ID Annular Channel with Radial1nftow 
Through Q3 
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Table S.l Data Summary for Radial Inftow with a 2'- ID Annular Channel 
Sto2In_'Ohz_"3_002 Bonom(p3} 
1III1ddIf.(P4} 
TOP':5} 
Sto2jn_,Ohz_ Bot_ OO2 .Bo1lOm(p3} 
1III1_(1'4} 
T0t>,.f5} 
6to2i1_'Ohz_ Mid_002 Sorro"'(pl} 0 
1III1_(P4) 148.64 
r0t>,.f5) -16.149 148.S36 
34.248 
Sto2i1_'OhzJOfl_ 002 SOIlO"'(Pl} 
"'_(P4) 
r"",,~5) 
Sto2In_4Ohz_TOfl""'UXl2 Bonom(pl) -2.441 0 
1III_(P4) .... 289 1~76 
TOII':5} 13.632 201.81 
·32.4~ 201.81 
6to2jn_4Ohz_Top&Bot_OO2 Bonom(p3} .(l.14] 12Ul 
1III_(P4) -3.896 12Ul 
TOP~P5) 2.15 ·12.~9 221.69 
3.57 -31.573 22169 
6to2jn_4Ohz_Mid&90COO2 Sonom(pl) .(l646 
IIIIlddle(1'4) ,~ ·2.5~ 235.85 
T0t>,.f5) 215 ·12.797 235.S5 
-31.164 
6to2jn_15t"_" 3_002 Sol'lom(pl) 0.43 139.20 
l1li1_(1'4) ,~ 18.013 321.12 
rOIl':') 215 7.693 
3.51 
6to2i1J~~_Bot_OO2 SollOm(pl) 0.43 
1III1_(P4) ,~ 
r",,':5) 2.15 
3.57 
6t02i1J511Z_ Mid_002 SOIlO"'(Pl) 0 
"'_(P4) ,~ 204.81 
rOll':5) 2.15 
6to21nJ5I1z_TOfl_OO2 Bonom(pl) 
1III1dd1fl(P4) 
TOII"rs} 
Sto2jn_ 75hz_TOP&""'_ OO2 Bonom(p3} 
IIIIlddIe(P4) 9.(141 ~.~ 
TOII"r5) .(l.S50 382.62 
6to2jn_ 7511z_ Top&Bot_OO2 SOIlOm(Pl) 
IIIIlddle(P4) 
TO~5) 
6to2jn_7511z_ lMdlBot_OO2 SOl'lom(PJ) 15.522 ~" l1li1_(1'4) 15.178 410.23 
TOII,!;5) ,.- 410.23 
·16.930 '10.23 
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Figure n.11 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 3" ID Annular Channel with Radial 
In flow Through Q3 and Q5 
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Figure B.12 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 3" ID Annular Channel with Radial 
InHow Through Q;j and Q4 
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Figure B.13 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 3" 10 Annular Channel with Radial 
Inflow Through Q4 and Qs 
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Table B.2 Data Summary for Radial Inflow \ .... ith a 3" ID Annular Channel 
&o3<r1_8Ohz_aI3_001 Boftom(F'3} POdio;l~) P"·l·:,~~kPa) F!owRa~~~~M) 
M_ (P4) 300.81 
TOP,:" } 2.15 -1.692 0403.66 
3.57 ·20.795 
Bto3<r1_8Ohz_~_OO1 Boftom(F'3} 0.043 
MiddI.(P4} .." 281.72 
TOP,:" ) 281.72 
281.72 
Btolin_8Ohz_Mid_OO1 Boftom(F'3} 15.353 
· 
Middl.(P4} 5. 135 222.25 
TOP,:") 3.232 222.25 
222.25 
Btolin_6Oh~_T",,_OOl ' Boftom (P3) 3.153 
Middle (P4) ·7.018 
TOP,:" ) 2.15 _14.787 15337 
3.57 -32.388 153.37 
6tolin_6Ohz_Top&Mid_OOl Boftom (P3) 
· 
_ Middle (P4) 
'" 
0.150 173..0 TOP,:" } 2.15 ·7.903 
3.57 
61olin_8Ohz_Top&~_OOl _Bollom (P3) 
Middle (P4) 19997 
Top~P5) 215 ·5466 33292 
3.57 -24.286 
61olin_8Ohz_Mid&SoI_OOl Borrom (P3) 0.43 169.37 
Middle (P4) 
'" "''' TOP';:'} 2.15 
""" 
""" 
61olin7511zal3001 Borrom (P3) 150.98 
- M/ddla(F'4) 355.25 
T"*',.t;') 2.15 7.525 
3.51 ·12.936 
61olin_75t1z_Bo!_OOl·MAXED Boftom (F") 0." 10.589 
Middla (p4) 
'" 
-{I.753 
T"';,t;') -8.364 
~ 
&o3<r1J5tIz_Mid_OOl Boftom (F" } 0.43 8.392 
· 
Middla (F'4) 1.29 -1.461 
""" T"';.t;S) -9.822 204.794 
204794 
&o2"'J5tIz_TO!>_OO2 -Boftom(F" } • . 468 
_ M_(F'4} 
-5.963 
TOP,:" ) 
BtolinJ5hz_TOP&Mid31C11 Boftom(F'3} '.00 
MlddIa (P4} 5.596 229.62 TOp,:") 2.15 ·2.522 3110.71 
3.57 
BtolinJ5tIz_Top&SoI_OOl Boftom (P3) 18.302 
Middle (P4) 7.101 
TOP,:" ) 2.15 370.85 
3.57 370.85 
6102inJ5tIz_P.4ld&Sot..OO2 Boftom (P3) 
Mlddla(P4) ,." 11 .• 80 TOP,:" } 2.15 3.409 
3.57 
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Figure B.16 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 4" ID Annular Channel with Radial 
Inflow Through Q 4 
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Figure B.17 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 4" ID Annular Channel with Radial 
Inflow Through Q5 
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Figure 8.18 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 4" 10 Annular Channel with Radial 
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Figure B,20 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 4" 10 Annular Channel with Radial 
Inftow Through Q4 and Qr:, 
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Figure 9.21 Fluid Flow Behaviour with a 4" ID Annular Channel with Radial 
Inflow Through Q3, Q4 and Q5 
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Table B.3 Data Summary for Radial lnftow with a 4" ID Annular Channel 
6Io-t"_6Ohz_'·:UXll Sottom (P,) 
POoM"';l;) P .... :;;,tP~) Flow R.o'7J~:;M) 
/III~ (P4} '.3 0.109 rop,:,) 2.15 0.0.5 
3.51 ·20.100 
6Io-t"_6Ohz_1IoL001_MAXEO Sottom (Pll ,- 2OB.U 
M~(P41 
'" 
-2.660 208.1. 
rop,:,) 2.15 ·10.911 201!1.1. 
3.51 ·29.291 2011.1. 
6Io-tin_6Ohz_MkI_001 So"""' (Pll , 
M_ (P4} ". -2.601 231.23 rop,:,) 2.15 ·11 .• 3<1 231.23 
351 ·29.135 
_in_6Ohz_Top_OOl 
_ (I'll , 
M_ (P4) , 
r"'':$} 2.15 ·1 •. 4&( 12U8 
351 -32.008 121.48 
_in_6Ohz_Top&Mid_OOI 
_ IPJ} 0 .• 3 , 
M_(P4) '3 115.1W 
rOP':5J 2.15 ~.311 "'.00 
3.51 ·25.891 "'.00 
6Io-t"_6Ohz_Topl8oCOOl _ (Pl) 12.330 
M_(P4) '.3 ,.- 201.88 rop,:,} 2.15 -5.3:W 338.12 
3.51 
_in_6Ohz_Mid&BoUlDl So"...., (Pl) 0 .• 3 18.005 1611.08 
M_(P4) ". 7.021 310.91 rop,.!P5/ 215 ·2.13-3 370.91 
3.57 -21.171 
_inJ5Iu:_1I3_001 SoIlOm (Pl) 0.43 2ft.65g 16070 
M_(P4) 
'" 
17.893 3&918 
TOP,:') 215 ..... .U.3-3 
3.57 -1l.:W. 
_in_151u:_1IoL001 Sorrom(pl) 
M_ (P4) 
r",,.!P5) 
6Io-tin_151u:_Mkl_001-MAXEO Bo"""'(Pl) , 
M_ (P41 235.65 
rop,.!(5) 2.15 -i.115 235.651 
3.57 ·21.155 235.651 
6Io-t"_151u:_Top_OOl Bottom {Pl) 
'" 
3.170 
MIddI. (P41 ,." <.'" 
TOP':') 2.15 
6Io301J5Iu:_Top&Mid_001 _ (Pl) 0 .• 3 18.5018 '.00 
~(P41 ,." 8.107 211.91 
TOP':$) 2.15 .().9!l7 
6Io301J5Iu:_Top&.!IoI_001 _(I'll 0 .• 3 11.891 208.1. 
_ (1'4) 
'" 
8.1611 208.7. 
TOP':$) 2.15 .().120 
3.51 ·20.133 
_J5Iu:_Mid&!ioI..OO2 _(Pl) 2001.16 
M_(P4) 
'" 
1 •. 838 "5.35 
T",,.!P5/ 215 .. '" "5.35 3.51 -15.6117 
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Table B.4 Friction Factors Evaluated at Pa to P4 for Varying Annular Channels 
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Appendix E 
Smooth Axial Flow Calculations 
Table C.I Part. 1 Smooth Axial Flow Through a 3" 10 Annular Channel -
Horizontal Analysis 
',' O.082~ .,- .,~ m ,~ 
-' .,. O.OO~:l5 m' 0.00113 
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Table C.2 Part 2: Smooth Axial Flow Through a 3'· 10 Annular Channel -
Horizontal Analysis 
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Table C.3 Part 3: Smooth Axial Flow Through a 3" 10 Annular Channel -
Horizontal Analysis 
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Flow Analysis 
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